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1 Slock diagram shoving coordinate axes and preferential
optic axis orientation (PQAO) In three mutually perpen­
dicular planes and in space.
2 An equal-area projection of a hypothetical planar unit
shaving the trace of the PQAO on each of three mutually 
perpendicular faces of a cube.
3 An equal-area projection of a hypothetical planar unit
containing a point maximum. Orientation is assumed to 
be dominantly linear. Traces of the PQAO are shovn on 
each of three mutually perpendicular faces of a cube.
k An equal-area projection of a hypothetical planar unit
containing a point maximum. Traces of the PQAO are 
shovn on each of three mutually perpendicular faces of 
a cube. Resultant obtained if orientation is domi­
nantly planar, Resultant #2 if orientation is dominantly 
linear.
5 Map shoving sample location of the Phantom Canyon 
quartzite.
6 Poles to Joints in the Phantom Canyon quartzite plotted 
on a Schmidt net.
7 Lover hemisphere Schmidt net plot of photometric and 
other data obtained from Phantom Canyon quartzite sample 
1C and the attitude of the PQAO plotted with respect to 
three different systems of axes.
8 Attitudes of the PQAO in space for all samples of Phantom 
Canyon quartzite plotted on a Schmidt net.
9 Poles to orientation surfaces of all Phantom Canyon 
quartzite samples plotted on a Schmidt net in the lower 
hemisphere.
10 Poles to an foliation surfaces, measured in the field at 
or near Phantom Canyon quartzite sample locations, plotted 













11 Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the PQAO for all 
samples of Phantom Canyon quartzite after rotation re­
quired to bring all poles to foliation planes Into a 
vertical position.
12 Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the PQAO for all 
samples of Phantom Canyon quartzite after rotation re­
quired to bring all poles to foliation planes into a 
vertical position and all foliation dip directions Into 
parallelism.
13 Poles to foliation measured in thin sections of Phantom 
Canyon quartzite plotted on a Schmidt net In the lover 
hemlsphere•
14 Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the PQAO for all
samples of Phantom Canyon quartzite after rotation re­
quired to bring all poles to foliation planes into a 
vertical position and all foliation dip directions into 
parallelism.
15 Lover hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the lineatlon and
attitude of the PQAO in samples 1C, 3C, 3U> and 3N with 
reference t-o dip of foliation. Plane of foliation is 
in the plane of the paper.
16 Lover hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the lineatlon and
attitude of the PQAO in samples 1C, 3C, 3H, and 3N with 
reference to north. Plane of foliation is in the plane 
of the paper.
17 Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the PQAO for all
samples of Phantom Canyon quartzite with reference to 
the standard system of fabric axes.
18 Lover hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of
the PQAO for samples 10, 3C, 3H, and 3N with reference 
to the standard system of fabric axes. Lineatlon in 
each sample is rotated parallel to b.
19 Lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of
the PQAO and poles to Joint surfaces used for orientation 
of some of the Phantom Canyon quartzite samples.
20 Attitudes of the PQAO in space for all samples of Vadito
quartzite plotted on a Schmidt net in the lover hemisphere.
21 Lover hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of











22 Lover hemi sphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of 
the K A O  for all samples of Vadito quartzite after ro­
tation required to bring all poles to foliation planes 
Into a vertical position. Based on assumption that 
foliation planeb were not overturned.
23 Lover hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the 
PQAO for all samples of Vadito quartzite after rotation 
required to bring all poles to foliation planes into a 
vertical position. Based on assumption that foliation 
planes were overturned.
2^ Lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of
the PQAO for all samples of Vadito quartzite after ro­
tation required to bring *31 poles to foliation planes 
into a vertical position and all foliation dip direc­
tions into parallelism. Based on assumption that folia­
tion planes were not overturned.
25 Lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of
the PQAO for *3 3 samples of Vadito quartzite after rota­
tion required to bring all poles to foliation planes into 
a vertical position and all foliation dip directions into 
parallelism. Based on assumption that foliation planes 
were overturned.
26 Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the PQAO for sam­
ples 8F, 8G, 8h, and 8j of the Vadito quartzite after 
rotation required to bring the plane of flattening of 
cobbles, at the outcrop from which these samples were 
obralned, into a horizontal position. These data are 
referred to dip of foliation, directions of lineatlon, 
and fabric axes.
27 Lover hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of
the PQAjO for samples 8F and 8H of the Vadito quartzite 
after rotation required to bring the long shape axes of 
these two cobbles into parallelism in the horizontal 
plane and the intermediate shape axes into that plane 
also.
23 Lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitude of the
PQAO of a sample of Ortega quartzite plotted with respect
to three different systems of axes.
29 Schmidt net plot of the photometric data obtained from
the sample of Uncompahgre quartzite and the attitude 






















Sample location map; Phantom Canyon, Colorado.
View of Phantom Canyon quartzite shoving foliation. 
Figure on road Indicates scale.
VIev of Phantom Canyon quartzite shoving foliation. 
Hammer near center of photograph indicates scale.
Color banding in exposure of Phantom Canyon 
quartzite.
Color banding in a saved sample of Phantom Canyon 
quartzite.
Viev of typical Jointing in Phantom Canyon quartzite.
Viev of typical, jointing (dipping to the left) in 
Phantom Canyon quartzite.
Photomicrograph shoving parallel arrangement of silli- 
manite bundles and needles vhich results in a foliation. 
Crossed nlcols, x 152. s = sillimanite, q = quartz.
Photomicrograph shoving lamination resulting from grain 
size variations of the quartz. Crossed nicols, X 10.
Contact of gneiss overlying quartzite indicated by end 
of hammer handle. The near parallelism betveen this 
contact and the foliation is shovn.
Cross-bedding of color banding In Phantom Canyon quartz­
ite. Pencil is shovn for scale.
Cross-bedding(?) of color banding in Phantom Canyon 
quartzite. Point of hammer is shovn for scale.
Photomicrograph shoving zircons associated with magnetite. 

















Outcrop of Vadito conglomerate from which sample 8E was 
obtained. Can of plastic spray 1b shown for scale.
Detail view of sample 8E of the Vadito conglomerate prior 
to removal. Can odf plastic spray is shown for scale.
Dovndip view of Vadito conglomerate from which sample 8E 
was obtained. Flattening of the cobbles and boulders is 
clearly shown. The lighter colored cross-cutting unit is 
a quartz vein. Figure in upper left corner indicates 
scale.
Outcrop of Vadito conglomerate from which sample 8K was 
obtained. Flattening of the cobbles and boulders 1b 
illustrated.
Steeply dipping quartzite in the conglomerate member of 
the Vadito formation.
Cross-bedding in quartzite In the conglomerate member of 
the Vadito formation at sample location 8C. CroBS-bedding 
indicates top of bed to be at the head of hammer.
Top view of sample 8F, a cobble from the Vadito formation.
Perspective view cf sample 8F, a cobble from the Vadito 
formation.
Top view of sample 8H, a cobble from the Vadito forma­
tion.










Attitude and Nature of Orientation Surfaces of 
Samples of the Phantom Canyon Quartzite
Orientation Data Obtained from Thin Sections 
of Samples of the Phantom Canyon Quartzite
Plunge of the PQAO for Samples of Phantom 
Canyon Quartzite and Closures Obtained for 
Each Sample
Attitude and Nature of Orientation Surfaces 
of the New Mexico Samples
Orientation Data Obtained from Diin Sections 
of the New Mexico Samples
Plunge of the PQAO for the New Mexico Samples 
and Closures Obtained for Each Sample
ABSTRACT
A new photometric technique recently applied to an essentially two- 
dimensional fabric study of quartose sandstones has been tested in a 
three-dimensional fabric analysis of metamorphlc quartzites.
The technique thus far introduced into the literature consists of 
’’measuring by means of an attached photometer the variation in the in­
tensity of monochromatic light passed through a standard thin section of 
sandstone on the stage of a petrographic microscope with gypsum plate in­
serted and nicols crossed during a 360* rotation of the stage. Minimum 
intensity of light occurs when the trend of the optic axes of the quartz 
grains lies parallel with the slow direction of vibration of light in the 
gypsum plate."
The extension of this technique, proposed and tested in this thesis, 
is that the direction in space of the preferred optic axis orientation of 
quartz in a metamorphlc quartzite may be determined by examining photo­
metrically three mutually perpendicular thin sections. The trend of 
c-axes thus determined in each section is in reality the trace of a plane 
which contains this trend. If the orientation is dominantly linear, then 
the three planes have a mutual line of intersection which is the trend of 
the preferred optic axis orientation with reference to a three-dimensional 
system of axes. These reference axes are initially selected parallel 
with the edges of the three mutually perpendicular thin sections. If the 
orientation is dominantly planar, there is no common line of intersection.
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One of the traces determined v i H  establish the "strike" of this 
planar unit. The other two, vhich are "apparent dips," will establish 
itB "true dip." This "strike" and "dip" will be with reference to the 
system of axes initially chosen parallel with the edges of the three 
mutually perpendicular thin sections. While these two limiting cases 
are considered susceptible of analysis, it is recognized that a fabric 
characterized by a point maximum in a girdle or a more complicated 
fabric could not be exactly determined.
Tne Phantom Canyon quartzite of Algonkian age from the vicinity of 
Canon City, Colorado, has been studied in same detail by this method, 
Pre-Cambrian quartzites of the Picuris Range in New Mexico have also been 
studied. One sample from the Uncompahgre quartzite near Ouray, Colorado, 
has been examined.
With the possible exception of the last mentioned Banple, all of the 
samples examined showed evidence of a dominantly linear orientation. The 
results obtained demonstrated the validity of the proposed technique.
The origin of the preferred orientation in the Phantom Canyon quartz­
ite cannot be explained by the various hypotheses based upon direct 
coraponental movement, unless two separate and differently oriented de­
formations are assumed. They might be explained by a post-tectonic 
crystall!zat1on.
The preferred orientation in the Vadito quartzite of the Picuris 
Range is similar to a preferred orientation, the origin of which, has 
been explained by one of the hypotheses based on direct coraponental move­
ment. However, certain difficulties do arise in applying this hypothesis. 
Some structural evidence was obtained from this analysis that is useful
xii




Petrofabric studies of quartzites as well as other metamorphlc rocks 
are usually made with the aid of a universal stage. These studies in­
volve Individual spatial measurements, such as the position of the cry- 
stallographic axes, of many grains and usually a contoured presentation 
of the results. Such detailed investigations are laborious and time 
consuming and may not be possible to use for a determination of the cry­
stal lattice fabric of extremely fine grained rocks. The use of an al­
ternative method for investigating the lattice fabric of quartz has been 
tested and evaluated. This new method is simpler, faster, and applicable 
to the study of fine-grained rocks. However, it is less rigorous. This 
dissertation presents the results of this test and evaluation.
In a recent paper Martinez (195&) described a new method for de­
termining the direction and relative degree of preferential quartz grain 
optic axis orientation In rocks composed principally of quartz. "The 
technique consists of measuring by means of an attached photometer the 
variation In the intensity of monochromatic light passed through a 
standard thin section of sandstone on the stage of a petrographlc micro­
scope with gypsum plate inserted and nicols crossed during a 360-degree 
rotation of the stage. Minimum intensity of light occurs when the trend 
of the optic axeB of the quartz grains lies parallel with the slow direc­
tion of vibration of light in the gypsum plate." Although this paper 
was concerned with a study of sedimentary rocks and was not basically
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a three-dimenalonal analysis, it was suggested that this technique 
could be used in a study of metamorphlc rocks. Farrington (1953) made 
measurements of c-axis orientation of the Spraberry sandstone, using a 
photometer technique, but he did not include the gypBum plate in the 
optical system. Therefore, there was a 90-<ie6Ere® ambiguity in his mea­
surements. He also made similar measurements of a thin section of a 
metamorphlc quartzite. However, the Inherent 90-degree ambiguity would 
render such measurements Inadequate in three-dimensional studies.
The technique and equipment used for determining the direction of 
preferred optic axis orientation of quartz in each Individual thin sec­
tion for this study are practically the same as used by Martinez (1958) 
in his original work and will therefore not be discussed in detail here.
The writer proposes and tests the thesis that the direction in space of 
the preferred optic axis orientation of quartz in a metamorphlc quartzite 
may be determined by examining photometrically three mutually perpendicular 
thin sections.
Turner (19I+O, p. 140) made statistical analyses of orientation of 
grains of quartz and muscovite in three dimensions without the use of a 
universal stage by examining two or three hundred grains in each of three 
Tmit.ufi-l.ly perpendicular sections cut at right angles to provisional a, b, 
and c fabric axes. For each of these grains he measured the angle between 
a selected fabric axis lying in the plane of the section and a crystallo- 
graphic direction for the mineral such as the slow vibration direction in 
quartz. From these data curves were constructed showing the percentage 
of grains in which the measured cry stenographic direction makes any par­
ticular angle with the fabric axis. Toe type and degree of preferred 
orientation were determined by correlating appropriate maxima and minima
on the three curves. Turner (1940, p. 146-147) arrived at the following 
conclusions with respect to quartz:
"(l) Substantial homogeneity of the fabric throughout the 
field of a hand-specimen is essential to a satisfactory 
correlation of maxima In ab, be, and ac curves."
"(2) For certain simple types of fabric dominated by point 
maxima as contrasted with a girdle pattern, the principal 
features can be deduced exactly from orientation curveB."
"(3) The more frequent case where the pattern of the quartz 
fabric Is dominated by a girdle of optic axes perpendicular 
to the b fabric axis can be only imperfectly worked out 
from the orientation curves."
"(4) Investigation of the quartz fabric by the extinction- 
angle method is advisable only In cases when a universal 
stage is not available or difficult to use."
According to Turner (1940, p. 147) little time was saved by employing the
extinction-angle method, even in measuring simple fabrics.
The method used in this study is somewhat similar to that described 
by Turner (1940), except that the three mutually perpendicular sections 
are examined by the photometer method. This is an important distinction 
since it makes the measurements simple, rapid, and objective. Only an 
integrated effect is obtained, however, so that various submaxima that 
may represent minor fabric elements of possible significance will not be 
recorded. As with Turner's method, a theoretical consideration indicates 
the feasibility of deducing a simple type of fabric dominated by a point 
maximum. It is theoretically feasible to deduce also a quartz fabric 
consisting of a simple girdle of optic axes. A more complicated fabric, 
for example a point TnaiHtmim la a girdle, will result in some integrated 
effect. Such results may well prove useful by being empirically related 
to the gross structural aspects of the unit studied. As will be demon­
strated, it is theoretically possible to determine from the results
whether the fabric is dominantly a point maximum or a simple girdle type. 
Measurements of samples of metamorphlc quartzites from Colorado and New 
Mexico support these conclusions.
METHOD
General remarks
Reference has already been made in the introduction to the photometer 
method which will be used in this study. Only those steps involved here 
which have not been previously described will be summarized below.
The samples may be oriented in the field with respect to any system 
of reference axes. Coordinates related to the attitude of schistosity, 
foliation, Joints, or some purely random surface, or geographical coor­
dinates may be used as reference axes. Data obtained with reference to 
any one of these systems may be readily rotated on a stereographic or 
equal area projection to conform to any other desired reference axes.
Marking of field samples
Most of the samples were oriented by marking the strike and dip of 
a flat surface on that surface and recording the values obtained for that 
strike and dip. For some samples the orientation surface was identical 
or nearly identical with the foliation. For other samples the orientation 
surface was a Joint plane. The reference axes are related to this flat 
surface as follows: One axis is parallel with strike, one is parallel with
dip, and one is normal to the surface.
Some of the samples were oriented with reBpect to geographical coor­
dinates. This was done by placing a small bullseye level bubble at a 
spot on the aample which resulted in centering (or leveling) the bubble 
and inscribing a circle about the periphery of the level bubble on the
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sample. A north arrow was then drawn on the sample. This direction 
in the horizontal surface is one of the axes. An east-west line is the 
other. The third axis is normal to the horizontal surface.
Cutting of thin sections
Thin sections are made of oriented slices from each of three mutually 
perpendicular sawed faces. These faces are related to the coordinate axes 
as shown in Figure 1.
Relation of measurements to coordinate axes and planeB
The direction of preferential quartz grain optic axis orientation 
in the plane of each thin section is determined by the photometer method. 
For this study, a Zeiss petrographic microscope with a 2.5X objective was 
used. This resulted in an adequate sampling of each thin section. Angles 
a, p, and y shown on Figure 1 fix the traces of the preferential optic 
axis orientation in each of the three coordinate planes, o is measured 
clockwise from -4X toward +Y to the direction of preferential optic axis 
orientation in the XY plane, p is measured clockwise from +Y toward +Z 
to the direction of preferential optic axis orientation in the YZ plane, 
y is measured counter clockwise from -fX toward -*Z to the direction of 
preferential optic axis orientation in the XZ plane. Ifcese angles es­
tablish the traces of three planes, each parallel to an edge of the cube 
in Figure 1, which contain the direction of preferential optic axis orien­
tation. In the cane of perfect linear orientation of the optic axes, 
the three planes defined by a, p, and y must intersect in a direction in 
space that is the direction*of preferential optic axis orientation.
This direction of preferential optic axis orientation will hereafter be 
referred to as the PQAO. The determination is done graphically on a
7
Schmidt net. This net is used rather than the Wulff stereographic net 
"because it Is an equal-area projection. Knopf and Ingerson (1938), 
Phillips (1955)t and others discuss the equal-area projection and its 
applications, but the discussion by Graham (19V?, p. 162-167) of a 
"graphic solution of solid geometry in studies of rock magnetism" is 
nearly analogous to the problems which will be discussed in this paper. 
Much of the foregoing discussion has been adapted from Graham's paper 
to fit this particular problem. For a more complete discussion reference 
is made to Graham.
Predicted results for various fabric “types 
Linear fabric
If the fabric throughout the field of the hand-specimen is 
homogeneous and the preferential orientation is dominantly linear, then 
the three planes defined by a, 0, and y should also intersect in a di­
rection in space which would be the direction of the PCAO. If the lines 
of intersection of these three planes are not exactly congruent, this 
will be revealed on the Schmidt net plot by the failure of three planes 
to intersect at a common point. The solid angle included within the 
three points of intersection of the three planes will be a measure of 
the lack of congruence. A circle drawn within this solid angle tangent 
to all three planes will be referred to as the circle of closure. A lack 
of congruence of the intersections of the three planes indicated by a 
circle of closure might be explained by inhomogeneity of the fabric, a 
more complex fabric than a simple point maximum such as a point maximum 
in a girdle, or inaccuracies in marking the three thin sections. If the 
circle of closure were relatively small, it would be reasonably safe to
8
assume that the fabric is dominantly a point maximum.
Planar fabric
If the fabric throughout the field of the hand-specimen is homo­
geneous and the preferential orientation is perfectly planar, then the 
three planes apparently defined by a, p, and y will not intersect in a 
direction in space. In this instance the angle o will establish the 
strike of this planar feature on the top face of the cube shown in Figure 
1 and angles p and y will establish the apparent dip on two of the verti­
cal faces. Figure 2 is an equal-area projection of an assumed planar 
unit showing the trace of the POAO on each of the three mutually perpen­
dicular faces of the cube. This would indicate that a perfectly planar 
orientation may be recognized by an intersection of each of the curved 
arcs of the triangle of closure with the straight leg on opposite sides 
of the center of the plot. Thus it is considered theoretically possible 
to determine by this method a pattern of quartz fabric dominated by a 
girdle of optic axes, although Turner (19^0, p. 146) concluded that such 
a fabric could only be Imperfectly worked out by his method.
Fabric characterized by a point maximum in a girdle
If a quartzite with a more complex fabric 1b being examined, 
for example one with a point maximum in a girdle, then the photometer 
method would not appear to give a precise determination. However, as 
previously suggested, the Integrated effects determined may be empirically 
very useful. If such a fabric is dominantly linear, the resultant effect 
should be an increased size of the triangle of closure and some inaccuracy 
In the location of the point maximum. Figure 3 is an equal-area projec­
tion of an assumed planar unit containing a point maximum. The point
9
maximum is assumed, to be much more strongly oriented than the planar 
feature. The traces on three faces of the cube of the PQAO for the planar 
feature, the linear feature, and a hypothetical resultant are shown. The 
effect of shifting the true location of the point maximum and loss of 
perfect closure are illustrated by this plot. Figure k is an equal-area 
projection of another assumed planar unit containing a point maximum but 
Bomevhat differently oriented with respect to the system of coordinate 
axes. In this instance two quite different resultant plots may be ob­
tained, depending on the relative degree of preferential orientation of 
the point maximum or the girdle. If the preferential orientation is pre­
dominantly a girdle, then the resultant traces labeled Resultant will 
be obtained. This plot will then appear somewhat similar to one obtained 
from measurement of a purely planar feature except that a plane deter­
mined by any two of the traces will not be In agreement with the third.
If the preferential orientation Is predominantly a point maximum, then a 
closure will be obtained as indicated by the traces labeled Resultant ĵ 2.
As in Figure 2, the closure will not be perfect nor will the point maximum 
be perfectly located. The size of the triangle of closure and the amount 
of the deviation of the location of the point maximum will depend on the 
relative degree of preferred orientation as a girdle and as a point 
maximum.
Discussion
Some of the ambiguity indicated by the preceding discussion can 
be resolved by comprehensive sampling if the fabric 1b dominated by a point 
maximum. If a number of perfect and near perfect closures are obtained and 
the lesB perfect closures are in somewhat close agreement, then the point 
maximum indicated by the less perfect closures can be accepted as generally
10
correct. This conclusion Is supported by experimental results which 
will be discussed later. It Is possible to deduce the fabric precisely, 
if it is no more complex than a point maximum centered in a girdle. How­
ever, the computations are laborious and the data obtained by the photo­
meter method are probably subject to variations of such magnitude that 
exact computations are not warranted. For example, intensities of orien­
tation would be involved and these could be affected by variations in 
thickness of the thin sections alone. This latter possibility has 
already been mentioned by Martinez (1958* P» 602). The graphical approach 
using an equal-area projection Is immensely more simple and rapid and Is 
justified by results obtained from experimental data.
APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
General statement
In order to test the utility of the photometer method for studying 
metamorphlc quartzites, samples were obtained from three areas in 
Colorado and New Mexico. The results from these three areas will be dls- 
cussed separately.
The Phantom Canyon quartzite
Regional geology
Dr. A. E. Sandberg suggested a study of the quartzite which
crops out in Phantom Canyon at the location indicated in Figure 5 which
shall herein be referred to as the Phantom Canyon quartzite. This outcrop
is located in Fremont County, Colorado, on Colorado County Primary Road
No. 67 between Florence and Cripple Creek. It is 9*^ miles north of the
junction of County Road No, 67 and U. S. Highway 5° a-s measured along
County Road No. 67. It is also 2.1 miles north of the first tunnel on
this road north of the Junction Just referred to. Plate 1 1b a sample
location map and highway strip geologic map of this exposure based on a
pace and compass traverse.
Whitman Cross (189I1) first described this quartzite. Van Hlse and
Leith (I909, p. 828) summarized this description as follows:
"In the Pikes Peak district Cross describes numerous masses 
of quartzite Included in and cut by granite. The largest 
of these, in Wilson Park, is k,000 feet thick, stands on edge, 
and is eatposed for 5 miles along the strike. Other large
11
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masses occur in Cooper and Blue Mountains."
Cross considered these quartzites to be sediments of Algonkian age.
More recently, Levering (1950) in a general description of the geology 
of the Front Range of Colorado includes a summary of the literature con­
cerning these and other pre-Cambrian quartzites of this region and 
presents his conclusions. He considers the oldest rocks in the Front 
Range to be the schists and gneisses of the Idaho Springs formation and 
believes that these are highly metamorphosed sedimentary rocks of early 
pre-Cambrian age. Lovering (1950, p. 52) also points out that the 
foliation in the metamorphlc rocks commonly parallels the original bedding 
of the sediments and the flow structure of the interbedded lavas.
According to Lovering (1950, p. 20),
"Quartzite or quartz schist occurs in several localities and 
is common along the eastern margin of the mountains near 
the Big HiompBon River, Turkey Creek, and in the Pikes Peak 
quadrangle. It was considered younger than the Idaho Springs 
formation by earlier writers, but the work of Fuller and of 
Lovering shows that the foliation and the bedding of the 
quartzite parallels the foliation of the supposedly much 
older mica schists of the Idaho Springs formation and that 
a perfect gradation exists between them."
In hiB section on structure of the metamorphlc rocks, Lovering (I95O,
p. 52-53) includes the following discussion pertaining to the Phantom
Canyon area.
"In the southern part of the Front Range, north of Parkdale, 
the regional trend of the schist is from N 3°° to 40° E, 
but Insufficient work has been done to establish the de­
tails of the structure. Near Guffey, Just southeast of 
Its contact with a stock of Boulder Creek granite, the 
schist dips southeastward at approximately 65*. It con­
tains quartz and sillimanite, is of sedimentary origin, 
and apparently belongs to the Idaho Springs formation, A 
few miles southeast of Guffey this schist abuts against a 
small batholith of Cripple Creek granite. Farther south­
east, about seven miles northwest of Canon City, a trian­
gular mass of schist containing Interbedded quartzite 
extends in an easterly direction along the southern border
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of this batholith; farther east, beyond Oil Creek, It con­
tinues eastward along the south edge of the main Pikes 
Peak batholith. Along the Phantom Canyon road south cf 
Cripple Creek, clearly defined anticlines and synclines in 
this schist are well exposed. The oldest rocks noted here 
are quartzite beds, which form the cores of anticlines 
spaced approximately one mile apart. The axes of the anti­
clines plunge steeply to the east, and the general strike 
of the Bchlsts and the axes of the folds is N 80® W. The 
foliation of the overlying schists is parallel to the ted­
ding of the quartzite and is a good example of the close 
parallelism between foliation and original structure com­
mon throughout the Front Range. Mapping of the quartzite 
has been somewhat generalized in the Pikes Peak folio, and 
the associated schists are not shown, but apparently the 
quartzite member extends west-northwest from Phantom Canyon, 
where they are ^000 feet thick, to the edge of the Paleozoic 
beds in the valley of Oil Creek, beneath which they are 
hidden for a short distance, reappearing again in the region 
northwest of Canyon City.”
With regard to the origin of the metamorphic structure, Lovering
(1950, p. 57) states that
"The chief factors in the development of the pre-Cambrian 
structure may be summarized as follows: (l) A thick se­
quence of dominantly clastic sediments with some interca­
lated volcanic rocks accumulated; (2) the sediments became 
highly heated because of a steep normal temperature gradient 
and thuB were very susceptible to metamorphic processes;
(3) a great northward trending anticline began to form while 
magmatic emanations from a deep-lying widespread granite 
magma rose into the sediments and metamorphism commenced; 
and (iv) the anticline was invaded by a series of salic plu- 
tonic rocks."
Field description
The Phantom Canyon quartzite is predominantly a pink, typically 
hard metamorphic quartzite. Foliation surfaces, which have the appearance 
of bedding planes in a sedimentary sequence, are generally separated by 
distances ranging from approximately one foot to several feet. See Plate 
2, Figures 1 and 2. Foliation is used here in its broadest sense [Billings 
(195k, p. 336) and Mead (19^, p. 1009)]. These surfaces often meet the 
restrictions of a more rigorous definition referred to in a later section
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on foliation (Fairbalrn, 1954, P* 5) • Many of these surfaces may simply 
be relict bedding planes. The quartzite also has a distinct color banding 
or lamination, usually parallel with the foliation, which generally 
ranges in thickness from a few centimeters to as little as a few milli­
meters. Plate 3# Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this feature. Figure 1 
shows this banding as it appears in the outcrop and Figure 2 shows a 
sawed surface of one of the samples.
At least three prominent Joint sets occur at the location sam­
pled. Plate 4, Figures 1 and 2 are typical views of this Jointing. Figure 
6 is a lower hemisphere plot of 15 separate measurements on a Schmidt net 
of the attitude of the poles to the Joint surfaces. The number of mea­
surements made was not sufficient either to establish an average trend 
of these sets or to insure that all sets were determined.
The thickness of the quartzite at the sample location, measured 
normal to an average foliation surface, is about 465 feet. Certain evi­
dence will be cited that favors the idea that the foliation is generally 
congruent with the original bedding.
Description of thin sections
A petrographic examination of a representative number of thin 
sections of this quartzite shows it to be predominantly quartz ranging 
from an estimated 85jt in some sections to a maximum of about 97^ • The 
grain size (Wentworth scale) is predominantly in the range fine to medium;
however, in occasional sections it is a very fine-grained, coarse, or very
coarBe sand size. Other minerals present in all or some of the sections 
are sillimanite, muscovite, sericite, magnetite, hematite, zircon, 
sphene (?), and what appears to be an alteration product of the sillimanite.
Hie sillimanite is estimated to range from l̂t to 15^, except in a few
sections from which it is absent. In certain sections, particularly
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adjacent to fractures, it seems to have altered to a vague unidentified 
mineral that has preserved its general distribution and form. The amount 
of muscovite ranges from a few flakes up to an estimated 15^. In some 
sections the mica occurs largely or partially in the form of sericite. 
Magnetite and hematite constitute the opaque fraction which is estimated 
to vary from a few grains up to Most sections, however, contain from
l̂t to 2jt. Magnetite predominates except in a few sections. Zircon is 
commonly present as an accessory mineral, varying in amount from 2 or 3 
grains per section up to perhaps 20 or 3° grains. A minor accessory 
mineral tentatively identified as sphene was noted in very small amounts 
in some sections.
Nature of the foliation
Since the foliation measured in the field or in thin sections 
will be the "S” surface used as a reference in discussing the results of 
the fabric study of the quartz, some discussion of the nature of the fo­
liation as well as laminated features parallel to the foliation determined 
from a study of the thin sections is pertinent. Clusters of sillimanite 
and its apparent alteration product form the most prominent schistose 
feature. These clusters are markedly elongate parallel, or nearly so, 
to the foliation measured in the field. They appear to be somewhat flat 
in this plane and do not appear to have any noticeable orientation within 
this plane. To the extent that they may be considered tabular elements, 
they produce a foliation defined by Fairbalrn (195^> P« 5)* However, 
the most striking features are the marked elongation of both the clusters 
and the needles parallel, or nearly so, with the foliation observed in 
the field, and the apparent lack of orientation in this plane. The writer
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also considers this to represent foliation. This foliation cannot be 
properly called schistosity since the rock cannot be split into thin 
sheets parallel to this plane. Plate 5, Figure 1 is a photomicrograph 
of a section which typically illustrates this feature. Muscovite appears 
to have some degree of shape orientation generally unrelated to crystallo- 
graphic directions. "Whether it is tabular or linear was not determined, 
but there is some tendency for the long shape axes in the plane of the 
section to parallel the foliation. In a few sections there is perhaps 
a tendency for its cleavage to be also preferentially oriented in this 
plane. It would be necessary to make a detailed petrofabric study of 
the muscovite to confirm this observation. Sericite is also occasionally 
distributed so as to suggest a foliation. Hematite is often observed in 
the plane of sections cut normal to the foliation as thin discontinuous 
laminae, apparently an element of the foliation. Magnetite is generally 
concentrated in laminae which are usually parallel with the foliation.
It occurs as euhedral grains and as masses which are elongated parallel 
with the foliation. In a number of the sections variations in grain size 
of the quartz produce a lamination parallel with the foliation. This is 
illustrated in Plate 5, Figure 2, which is a photomicrograph of the section 
which best exhibits this feature.
This foliation Is generally parallel with the foliation surfaces 
and the lamination and color banding seen in the outcrop as well as with 
the lamination observed in thin sections. In some instances, the banding 
as well as the magnetite-rich laminae of the thin sections give an ap­
pearance of cross-bedding, and here these elements are apparently not 
parallel with the foliation.
The question arises whether the lamination and color banding
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vlBible in the field and certain laminar features observed in the thin 
sections are relict bedding planes. Although the field evidence alone 
does not prove derivation from sediments, it would be very difficult 
to explain this very pure, thick quartzite otherwise. It is significant 
that the apparent dip of the contact of the quartzite with the overlying 
gneiss is nearly parallel with the apparent dip of the .1 ami nar features 
within the quartzite. This contact is 6hown in Plate 6, Figure 1. If 
these two different rock types represent cm original difference in the 
sediment type, then their contact probably represents a relict bedding 
surface. There Ib, of course, the possibility that it was an unconforma- 
ble sedimentary contact. The resemblance of some of the lamination and 
banding to croBS-bedding (Plate 6, Figure 2 and Plate 7, Figure l) is 
evidence that these features are relict bedding surfaces. Zircons are 
usually associated with the magnetite-rich laminae (Plate 7/ Figure 2). 
This association very likely represents an original concentration of 
heavy minerals and Is good evidence that these laminae are relict bedding 
features. The alternating laminae of varying sizes of quartz are also 
very likely relict bedding features. Collectively, these arguments favor 
the conclusion that at thiB outcrop these various laminar features repre­
sent relict bedding. It follows from this that the foliation Is generally 
parallel with the original bedding. In fact, it is possible that the 
foliation itself represents relict bedding.
Petrofabric analysis
Procedure and tabulation of results
Twenty oriented samples obtained from the Phantom Canyon 
quartzite were sectioned and studied by the photometer method. Their lo-
cations are shown on the highway strip geologic map of the outcrop,
Plate 1. In all hut one instance these samples were oriented hy marking 
the strike and dip of a flat surface on that surface. For some samples 
the orientation surface was identical or nearly identical with the foliation. 
This has already been referred to as a foliation surface. For other 
samples the orientation surface was a Joint plane. One Bample was ori­
ented by being marked level and north as described under the method.
Table 1 Is a tabulation of the direction of dip and the nature of the 
orientation surface for each of these twenty samples. Three mutually 
perpendicular thin sections were prepared from 17 of these oriented 
samples, and two sections perpendicular to each other were prepared from 
the remaining three. In all but one sample, the direction of dip in the 
plane of the orientation surface was considered the +X axis for the system 
of reference axes Initially selected. The normal to the orientation sur­
face directed downward was considered the 43 axis. The nomenclature for 
this system of reference axes has already been described and is illustrated 
in Figure 1. For the sample marked level and north, +X was considered 
to be north and 4Z waB considered to be vertical in space and down.
Determinations were then made of the preferential optic 
axis orientation of the quartz for these 57 sections using the photometer 
method. Four to six measurements were made per section and each one in­
cluded a separate area of the thin section. Six individual measurements 
were made for 26 sections, five measurements for 23 sections, and four 
for eight sections. The angular position of the stage was recorded for 
positions of maximum and minimum light Intensities Indicated by the pho­
tometer. These maximum and minimum photometer readings were also re­
corded. The use of a biasing system with a galvanometer described by
Martinez (1958, P* 596) was not required because of the strong degree of 
preferential orientation of the quartz in these metamorphic rocks. For 
the same reason the precautions taken by Martinez (1958, P* 601) to mini­
mize directional effects due to the asymmetrical configuration of the 
photocell were not necessary. The average direction of preferential 
quartz grain optic axis orientation (PCAO) in the plane of each thin 
section was obtained by either vectorially or arithmetically averaging 
the individual measurements made for each section. The magnitude of the 
orientation is expressed as a percentage figure and is obtained by 
dividing the difference between maximum and minimum readings by the 
maximum and multiplying by 100. In general, if the angular spread of 
these measurements exceeded 19", a vector average was obtained\ other­
wise they were averaged arithmetically. In one instance it was felt 
desirable to average a section with a spread of 19° vectorially. Since 
the measurements obtained are not vectors, but merely directions, the 
following procedure similar to that described by Curray (1956, p. 118- 
120), which is largely a synthesis of earlier work by Reiche (1938) and 
Krumbein (1939), waB required in order to obtain a vector average. The 
angles for each measurement are doubled and these measurements, expressed 
in percent, are then added vectorially. The angle thus obtained is then 
divided by two to get the resultant vector direction. The resultant 
vector magnitude, expressed in percent, is obtained by dividing by the 
total number of measurements. Actually, this vector determination was 
done graphically rather than calculated in the manner described by Curray 
(1956, p. 118-120).
Table 2 lists the magnitude of the orientation in percent 
for each section, indicates the maximum angular spread between indl-
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vldual meas’irementB for each section, and shows for each section the 
method used for calculation (vector or arithmetic). The magnitude of 
orientation 1b used only in these vector calculations and is not other­
wise considered in this work. The reason for this haB already been men­
tioned in the section describing the method.
The trace of the plane containing the POAO measured for 
each of the three mutually perpendicular sections for each sample was 
plotted on a Schmidt net, using whichever system of coordinates was re­
quired by the initial orientation of the sample. As already stated, only 
two sections were prepared from three of the samples. In all of the other 
samples, it was possible to evaluate the degree of closure. The closures 
obtained ranged from very good to nearly perfect. This strongly suggests 
that the fabric throughout the field of these specimens is homogeneous 
and that the preferential, orientation is dominantly linear. The plunge 
of the POAO on each plot was rotated to its proper relation to a system 
of space coordinates. The results of this operation are listed in Table 
3 which gives the true plunge in space of the POAO for each sample. The 
circles of closure are also shown for each sample, as well as the radius 
in millimeters of the circles determined on a net with a radius of 10 
centimeters. Figure 7 is s- lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the 
data for sample 1-C, which has been selected as an example of how the 
data are plotted and rotated to conform to different coordinate systems. 
The three planes, each containing the POAO, determined by photometric 
measurements of sections 810, 811, and 812 are plotted. Since there is 
no common line of intersection containing the POAO, it is necessary to 
approximate the attitude of the POAO by selecting a point equidistant 
from the three sides of the "triangle" of closure. The circle inscribed
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In this "triangle” is called the circle of closure, the significance of 
which has already been discussed. The closure in this instance, although 
very good, is somewhat poorer than the average for this suite of samples, 
(See Table 3») The center of this circle Indicates the position of the 
PCAO for the initial set of reference axes which for this sample is re­
lated to the dip of the foliation surface measured in the field. That 
is, +X is the dip of foliation in the plane of the foliation, and -tZ is 
the normal to that plane directed downward. The position of the PCAO is 
then rotated to the position shown to conform to a system of space co­
ordinates (+X = north, +Y = east, and HZ = down), The direction and 
amount of the dip of laminae measured in the sawed sample is also indi­
cated. The POAO is also rotated from its position in space to a position 
conforming to a new set of coordinates tied in with a plane parallel to 
these laminae. That is, +X is the dip of this plane, and -fZ is the normal 
to the plane directed downward. An additional rotation was necessary 
on samples on which a Joint plane was used as the surface of orientation.
Plotted results
1. Using geographic coordinates
The attitude of the PCAO in space for all samples is 
also shown in the Schmidt net plot on Figure 8. For this plot 4-X = 
north, +Y = east, and -tZ = down. Open circles indicate points which 
fall in the lower hemisphere and solid circles Indicate points which 
fall in the upper hemisphere. The writer considers this to be a very 
significant distribution. The distribution may be summed up by saying 
that the average trend of the direction of preferred optic axis orienta­
tion (the PCAO) plunges to the southwest and down at a Bhallow angle.
Only one point (sample 3-N) lies in the upper hemisphere, and it is
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located near the periphery of the plot indicating that its direction 
is nearly horizontal. Sample if-A, also somewhat different from the 
majority, vaB obtained from a quartzite Just adjacent to a gradational 
contact with a pegmatite. It may, therefore, be genetically different from 
the others. If no other data were presented, this plot alone would 
strongly support the principal thesiB that the photometer method can be 
used to determine the attitude of the principal fabric element of a meta­
morphic quartzite. The small size of the circles of closure, shown in 
Table 3, that resulted when the data from the individual samples were 
plotted, is further supporting evidence.
It Is appropriate to consider here certain evidence 
that Is derived from the partially non-systematic method of orienting 
the samples In the field. The pertinent data can best be summarized with 
the aid of an equal-area projection. Figure 9 is a lower hemisphere plot 
of the poles to all of the orientation surfaces. Solid circles represent 
the samples in group 3 and their position reflects the small change in 
foliation dip from the samples in groups 1 and 2 shown by open circles.
The poles which plunge to the northeast are associated with Joint face 
orientation surfaces. It will be remembered that the poles shown here 
were the Z axes of the Initial reference axes used for cutting the thin 
sections. This means that a systematic orientation could not have been 
Introduced by examining sections that all had the same initial space re­
lationships. The data actually had to be rotated for each sample to the 
system of space coordinates used in Figure 8 and in some instances the 
rotation necessary was quite different than in others. However, after 
this rotation, the excellent grouping shown in Figure 8 was obtained. It 
is not clear whether any mechanism could possibly have introduced a
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systematic orientation, even if all samples had had the same initial 
space relationship. However, the evidence presented rules out any such 
possibility.
2. Using other coordinate systems
The data are next presented in a series of equal-area 
projections in which they have been rotated to conform to various sets of 
coordinate axes representing different possible relationships. If a 
significantly smaller cluster would result from any particular system of 
reference axes, then it might be concluded that a genetic relationship 
perhaps exists with the feature tied in to this set of axes. The ele­
ments determining these various sets of reference axes are: (l) the dip 
of foliation at the various sample locations as measured in the field;
(2) the dip of foliation measured in thin sections, except as noted. 
Comparisons are also made with the attitude of certain joint planes. Un­
fortunately, the variations in attitude of foliation in the area of the 
outcrop studied are too minor to produce significant differences; but 
the technique is shown for completeness, and to illustrate what might 
be accomplished with an expanded field study.
Figure 10 is a lower hemisphere plot of the poles to 
a-T 1 of the foliation surfaces measured in the field at or near sample lo­
cations. Again, sample group 3 is indicated by solid circles. Figure 11 
Is a Schmidt net plot of the attitude of the POAO of all samples rotated 
with foliation poles to positions in which all foliation poles are ver­
tical. That is, the plane of foliation has been flattened out and the 
POAO directions have been appropriately rotated to conform to the neces­
sary movement of the samples to produce this result. The purpose of this
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process Is to apply a test similar to the technique described by Knopf 
and Ingerson (1938# P» 79-83) and the test Graham (1949) applied to rock 
magnetism studies, to date very broadly if possible the time the fabric 
developed relative to folding of the surface of foliation if it was 
folded. If the scatter In Figure 8 had been reduced by plotting the data 
as shown in Figure 11, it might have been inferred that this fabric had 
been acquired prior to the folding, If any, of the surface of foliation.
The negative results sire not definitive, since the differences in foliation 
dip in the sampling area are so slight.
In Figure 12 the data have been plotted with respect 
to the attitude of the foliation surfaces measured in the field. It is 
similar to Figure 11 in that all data have been rotated to a position 
which planes all of the foliation surfaces (measured in the field) 
parallel to the plane of the paper. An additional rotation of the data 
was performed to place all dip directions in the -+X (north) direction.
The scatter of the points shows no reduction from that shown in the 
preceding diagrams.
Figure 13 is a lower hemisphere plot of the poles to 
foliation measured In thin sections with certain approximations and 
exceptions. Jfample group 3 is indicated by solid circles. The 
approximations and exceptions sire: the determinations for samples IB
and 2A were rough approximations; the results from IK were Indeterminate. 
Therefore, sample IK is not Included on this plot. Foliation was not 
visible in thin sections of 1C, ID, and liA. Therefore, those sampleb 
are not included. In large part foliation measurements were determined 
from the sillimanite or its possible alteration product. For some 
samples, other apparently schistose elements were used, for example,
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hematite. It was not determined whether or not these elements were 
tabular. However, in the case of hematite, there appeared to be little, 
if any, preferential orientation in the foliation plane. For sample 10, 
lamination in two of the three thin sections was considered since it was 
in agreement with questionable measurements of foliation in the other 
two.
In Figure Ik the data are plotted with respect to 
the attitude of the surfaces referred to in the preceding paragraph in a 
manner similar to Figure 12. That is, +Z represents the normal to these 
surfaces directed downward and +X the dip. Data from samples 1C, ID, IK, 
and UA are not included since only field measurements of foliation are 
available for these samples.
Insofar as possible the results will next be related 
to the system of fabric axes proposed by Sander (1930) and reviewed by 
Turner (19^8, p. 177-178) and Fairbairn (1951*-, p. 5-6)• In this system, 
the three axes which are at right angles to each other are referred to 
as a, b, and c. The foliation is considered to contain both the a and b 
axes. The c axis is normal to this plane. The direction of movement Is 
represented by a, and b represents a direction parallel with the fold 
axes. If there is only a single direction of conspicuous lineation In 
the plane of the foliation, this is considered to coincide with the b 
axis. However, occasionally the lineation can be shown to be parallel to 
the direction of movement.
In the preceding plotB, that have related the POAO 
to planar features, reference was not made to these fabric axes, due to 
insufficient and conflicting evidence of their attitude. A few measure­
ments of lineation did provide some basis for a tentative assignment of
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fabric axes. The relation of the PCAO to this system of axes will now 
be shown. A careful examination of all samples disclosed a lineation 
in only four as follows: 1C— a fair to weak lineation on a rough
cleavage surface nearly parallel to the foliation surface; possibly 
produced by a low angle intersection of two planar features, or possibly 
by mineral elongation. 30-—a fair to weak lineation on the foliation 
surface; no evidence of the nature of the lineation. 3H— & fair to weak 
lineation on the foliation surface; apparently produced by an elongation 
of sillimanite or its alteration product. 3W— a fair to weak lineation 
on the foliation surface; very slight evidence that it is produced by a 
low angle of intersection of a foliation represented by a subparallelism 
of mica cleavage flakes with the principal foliation surface. The plunge 
and bearings of these four lineations are: 10— 28° S 21* E, 30— 10® S 
6° E, 3H— 11° S 4° E, and 3N-— 20* S 7° E.
Figure 15 is a lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot, in 
the plane of the foliation, of the lineation measured in the above four 
samples. The POAO of each is also shown. The dip of foliation of all 
samples has been placed parallel with +X and the strike parallel with Y. 
The lineation and the PCAO are plotted with reference to these axes. 
Figure 16 is a similar plot in the plane of the foliation except that for 
this plot +X represents north and all directions have been appropriately 
rotated to conform to this axis. It is notable that the sector of dis­
persion of the four measured directions of lineation is smaller in the 
last plot. Hhis indicates that some minor folding of the foliation sur­
face occurred after the major folding which had probably produced the 
lineation. It is further indicated that there was some lack of parallel­
ism of the fold axeB of this minor folding.
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All of the POAO directions are next shown in Figure 
17 and are referred to the standard system of fabric axes. The b axis
represents the arithmetic average of the four measured directions of
lineation shown in Figure 16. The foliation is plotted in the plane of 
the paper as above but all directions have been rotated so as to place 
the average lineation parallel with b.
Figure 18 is a summary plot which relates the linea­
tion in each sample to the POAO of each of the samples. This was done by
rotating the lineation and POAO to a position which placed the lineation 
parallel with b. Again, the plane of foliation is in the plane of the 
paper.
Lowering (1950# Plate l) has recorded axes of folding 
in the vicinity of the Bample location. These trend N 76* W— S 76* E 
and do not agree with the axis of folding suggested by measurements of 
lineation. This lack of agreement probably represents a local variation 
in the structural grain. Therefore, the lineation measured on the samples 
should provide a better basis for the selection of fabric axeB.
Figure 19 is a lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of 
the poles to Joint surfaces that were used for orientation of certain 
samples. All except the surface at IK appeared to belong to a prominent 
Bet. However, the surface at IK seemed quite consistent with adjacent 
Joints. Another measurement of a Joint surface near IF, that is part of 
the same prominent set which includes the measurement at IF, is also 
shown for completeness. The attitude of the PQAO in space for these 
particular samples is also shown. Although the number of samples con­
sidered is admittedly too small to be significant, there appears to be 
some sort of relationship between the Joints and the PQAO, the nature of
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which Is obscure. The attitudes of the poles to Joint surfaces at 1G,
IH, 2A, and 2B form a tight cluster, and so do the attitudes of the 
POAO for these eame four samples. The poles to Joint surfaces at 
samples IF and IK are close together, and so are the POAO directions 
for these two samples. However, rotating the poles to Joint surfaces 
at IF and IK into congruence with the poles of the other group only 
separates more widely the corresponding PCAO directions. The opposite 
would hold if a broad relationship between these two elements existed.
The relationship therefore may be and probably is entirely coincidental, 
but is mentioned for the sake of completeness.
Quartzites from the Picurls Range 
Regional and local geology
Montgomery's (1953) excellent report on the pre-Cambrian 
geology of the Picuris Range of north-central New Mexico describes the 
petrology and structure of the metamorphosed rocks in detail. His maps 
and descriptions were used as guides for collection of samples for this 
present work. Montgomery (1953/ P* 6) has grouped the pre-Cambrian 
rocks, other than granite, Into two formations, the older termed the 
Ortega and the younger the Vadito. The total thickness of the Ortega 
formation as exposed in the Picuris Range was estimated to be 6600 feet. 
The Ortega formation is considered to be composed completely of meta- 
sedimentary rocks including quartzites, schists, and phyHites. According 
to Montgomery, the Vadito formation consists of metasedimentary rocks, 
interbedded with flows and containing sills of meta-igneous rocks. He 
further divided the formation Into a lower conglomerate member and an 
upper schist member. The total thickness of the Vadito formation was
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estimated, to be about 4500 feet.
Montgomery (1953# P* 22-24) has described a 1500-foot tra­
verse through good outcrops of the conglomerate member of the Vadito 
formation a mile northwest of the Harding mine. This area, which is 
Just to the north of New Mexico State Highway 75# was sampled by the 
writer. Fine-grained micaceous quartzite and pebbly to very coarse 
conglomerates occur. The matrix of the conglomerate is described as 
"gray-white micaceous quartzite, rather fine-grained and showing a 
sparkle due to reflections from ninute flakes of muscovite." The pebbles 
and cobbles are described as "90$ coarse-grained quartzite, mainly gray- 
white to gray and rarely black. Some show dark banding not parallel to 
micaceous foliation of the quartzite." Montgomery (1953# P* 24) 
describes the shape and arrangement of the pebbles and cobbles as 
follows:
"The pebbles, cobbles, and boulders are of crudely ellip­
soidal shape, with marked flattening and various degrees 
of elongation in the plane of foliation,"
"The average ratio of axial lengths is 1:2:3# but at some 
localities it ranges to 1:2:6 and, in extreme cases, to 
1:8:16. In places where the rock 1b densely packed with 
pebbles and cobbles, their flattened and elongated shapes 
are highly irregular, owing in part to the pressing of 
one pebble or cobble against another."
Plate 8, Figure 1 shows a typical exposure of the conglomerate from which
samples 8E to 8J were obtained. (These samples, and others which will
be referred to, are the writer's.) Oriented sample 8E is shown in place
prior to removal. A closer view of this sample is shown in Plate 8,
Figure 2. Plate 9, Figure 1 is a view looking down dip at this outcrop,
which clearly shows the marked flattening of the cobbles and boulders.
Another outcrop of conglomerate at sample location 8K is shown in Plate 9#
Figure 2. Again, the stretching and flattening of the cobbles and
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boulders are veil illustrated. Steeply dipping quartzite in the 
conglomerate member of the Vadito formation is shown in Plate 10, Figure
1. A close-up of this quartzite, which appears to be cross-bedded at 
sample location 8C, is shown in Plate 10, Figure 2.
Only one sample of the Ortega quartzite was studied. It was 
obtained from an outcrop near U. S. Highway 6k about 2.3 miles south of 
the Pilar,road Junction with Highway 6k.
Description of thin sections
A microscopic examination of the cobbles collected by the writer 
shows the mineral composition to lie in the following estimated ranges: 
quartz— 90 to 98^j generally > 9 muscovite— 1 to 3%> opaques— less 
than l/2^; chlorite—  < l/2̂ tj biotite—  a few grains per section to 2̂ 6; 
zircon— a few grains to about 4̂0̂6; garnet— a single grain in each of two 
sections; tourmaline (tentatively identified)— up to about 20 grains in 
a few of the sections. The grain size (Wentworth scale) of the quartz 
varies from very fine to very coarse. In some sections the quartz is 
fine to medium, in some medium to coarse, and in others poorly sorted 
containing both fine-grained and coarse-grained particles. The muscovite 
occurs in tiny flakes. There was no readily apparent preferential 
orientation of minerals, except in one sample in which the quartz appeared 
to be elongate and to show some preferential extinction directions of the 
undulose quartz. The fine-grained quartzite of the conglomerate sequence 
was estimated to be composed of 75 to quartz, 10 to 15^ muscovite,
1 to 5* biotite, 1 to 5^ opaques (magnetite), a few zircons, and in one 
section a grain tentatively identified as tourmaline.
A microscopic examination of sample 70 of the Ortega quartzite
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showed it to be coarse-grained quartzite, consisting of about 97̂  quartz, 
1* muscovite (in tiny flakes), 1$ opaques (magnetite and hematite), and 
kyanite (?) and what appears to be an alteration product of this 
mineral, and occasional zircons.
Nature of the foliation
Foliation will be used in its broadest sense (Billings, 195^# 
p. 336) in discussing the New Mexico samples. No positive genetic 
significance will be implied in its use, since the evidence relating to 
the nature of the parallel plane surfaces in the rock is not considered 
in detail in this dissertation. Certain evidence does favor the idea 
that these parallel plane surfaces are simply bedding planes. This evi­
dence is: parallelism of these planes with dark bands of iron oxide con­
taining rounded zircons and garnet fragments (Montgomery, 195 3 > P» 2k and 
p. 65); parallelism of these planes with bedding in conglomeratesj pres­
ence of cross-beddingj absence of tabular minerals from foliation sur­
faces; and certain petrofabric evidence to be discussed later.
The phrase, plane of flattening of cobbles, will be used in re­
ferring to a foliate feature that 1b clearly a result of dynamic meta- 
morphism.
Montgomery (1953, P» ^5) discusses foliation in the pre-Cambrian 
rocks of the Picuris Range. He notes that foliation is generally parallel 
with true bedding except in the troughs or crests of some small folds.
He apparently does not use foliation in the broadest sense for on his 
map he records observations of foliation and bedding separately. This 
is done in the general area of his traverse of the conglomerate member 
of the Vadito formation, which waB sampled by the writer.
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Petrofabric analysis
Procedure and tabulation of remits
A petrofabric study of the quartz in cobbles from this 
conglomerate was made with two purposes in mind. First of all, it 
offered another teBt of the photometer method in an entirely different 
suite of metamorphic quartzites. Secondly, the relation of the fabric 
to readily observed deformational movements of the large components 
(cobbles and boulders) caused by the metamorphic forces involved might 
contribute to an understanding of the nature of quartz deformation.
Five oriented cobbles obtained from two outcrops about a 
hundred yards apart were sectioned and studied by the photometer method. 
One oriented sample of the fine-grained quartzite from the conglomerate 
member of the Vadito formation was also sectioned and studied. The 
latter sample was from an outcrop in the same sequence about a thousand 
yards from the other two locations. Its location projected into a dip 
traverse would be only a few hundred yards from the other location.
Four of these cobbles were oriented in the field by being marked level 
and north as previously described under Method. The other cobble was 
oriented by marking the strike and dip of a flat surface on the sample. 
This was also done in the case of the sample of the fine-grained quartz­
ite. Here, the flat surface marked was nearly identical with an average 
foliation surface at that outcrop. The oriented sample from the Ortega 
quartzite was marked in the same way.
Table ^ 1b a tabulation of the direction of dip and the 
nature of the orientation surface for each of these seven samples. Three 
mutually perpend!cular thin sections were prepared from each sample. For 
samples 7G, 8C, and 8J, marked strike and dip, the direction of dip in
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the plane of the orientation surface was considered the +X axis for the 
system of reference axes initially selected. The normal to the orienta­
tion surface directed downward was considered the +Z axis. For the re­
maining samples which were marked level and north, +X was considered to 
he north and +Z was considered to he vertical in space and down.
Determinations were made of the preferential optic axis 
orientation (PCAO) for these 21 sections using the photometer method.
Four to six measurements were made per section and each one included a 
separate area of the thin section. Six individual measurements were made 
for seven sections, five measurements were made for ten sections, and four 
measurements were made for four sections. If the angular spread of the 
measurements on one of these sections exceeded 13°, they were averaged 
vectorially, in the manner already described; otherwise, an arithmetic 
average was obtained.
Table 5 shows for each section the average magnitude of 
the orientation in percent, the maximum angular spread between individual 
measurements, and the method used for obtaining an average (vector or 
arithmetic).
The trace of the plane containing the POAO, measured for 
each of the three mutually perpendicular sections for each sample, was 
plotted on a Schmidt net, using whichever system of coordinates was re­
quired by the initial orientation of the sample. Good to nearly perfect 
closures were obtained. As for the Phantom Canyon samples, this strongly 
suggests that the fabric throughout the field of these specimens is homo­
geneous and that the preferential orientation is dominantly linear. The 
plunge of the PCAO on each plot was rotated to its proper relation to a 
system of space coordinates. The results of this operation are listed
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in Table 6 which gives the true plunge in space of the PQAO for each 
Bample. The circles of closure are also shown for each sample.
Plotted re stilts from the Vadito formation
1. Using geographic coordinates
The attitude of the PQAO in space for all samples 
from the Vadito formation is shown in the lower hemisphere Schmidt net 
plot in Figure 20. The distribution of the data appears to be signifi­
cant. One important thing here is that there is such an excellent 
grouping of these directions in space. Since some of the samples were 
oriented quite differently from the others, it seems reasonable to 
conclude, as for the Phantom Canyon quartzite, that no spurious orienta­
tion could have been introduced by a systematic method of orienting the 
samples. Another important characteristic of this group of data is that 
the PQAO determined from sample 8C, the sample of fine-grained quartzite, 
falls near the central point of this distribution despite the fact that 
the attitude of the foliation at thiB sample location is completely differ­
ent from the others. This suggests that the quartz fabric is not related 
genetically to the foliation. Additional tests in this connection will 
be described in the next paragraph.
2. Using other coordinate systems
As a basis for further discussion, Figure 21 has been 
included. This figure is a lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the 
attitudes of various structural elements visible in the sampled outcropB 
of the Vadito formation. The poles to foliation planes and the directions 
of dip at sample locations 8C, F, 0, H, J, and L are shown. Clearly 
recognizable bedding is present in the conglomerates at sample locations
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8F, 0, H, J, and L. However, reference is made to foliation for con­
sistency in comparing data from these locations with data from location 
8C. Foliation almost exactly parallel with this bedding is present at 
sample locations OF to J. Only bedding in the conglomerate was measured 
at sample location 8L and the exact congruence with foliation is assumed, 
since bedding and foliation are probably nearly identical. There 1b an­
other planar element at sample locations 8F to J, nearly parallel with 
bedding and foliation, that results from a rude parallelism of the flat­
tened surfaces of the cobbles and boulders. The pole to this surface and 
the dip direction are shown in Figure 21 and this surface is called the 
plane of flattening of cobbles. The approximate plunge of the long shape 
axes of cobble samples OF and 8H and the poles to the planes containing 
the long and intermediate axes for these two cobbles are also shown.
Figures 1 and 2 of Plate 11 show two views of sample 8F, and Figures 1 
and 2 of Plate 12 show sample 8H.
The data are next presented in a series of equal-area 
projections in which they have been rotated to conform to various sets 
of coordinate axes representing different possible relationships.
Figure 22 is a lower hemisphere plot of the POAO for 
all samples from the Vadito formation, rotated to positions in which all 
foliation poles are vertical. As previously explained, this means that 
the plane of foliation has been flattened out and the POAO directions 
have been appropriately rotated to conform to the movement of the samples 
necessary to produce this result. In this figure it is assumed that none 
of the planes of foliation have been overturned, except that an alternative 
point has been shown for sample 8C, which assumes overturning of the fo­
liation plane at that location. The field relationships indicate that
the most likely possibility is that none of the planes have been over­
turned, In the case of sample 8C this evidence is based on the cross- 
bedding shown in Plate 10, Figure 2 from which feature the top was 
determined to be toward the upper part of the photograph. This, of 
course, implies the presence of relict sedimentary features and bedding 
plane foliation. If either interpretation is accepted, the lack of 
agreement of sample 8C with the other samples, considered with the 
excellent agreement when all are plotted in a system of space coordinates, 
is evidence that the present quartz fabric did not originate prior to a 
folding of these foliation surfaces. Figure 23 is a similar plot which 
assumes overturning of all planes, except that an alternative point has 
been shown for sample 8C which assumes it not to be overturned. Either 
of these interpretations would lead one to the same conclusions as in 
the case of Figure 22. In Figure 2k the data have been plotted with 
respect to the attitude of the foliation surfaces. Tnls type of plot has 
already been explained, but it might be well to mention again that an 
dip directions lie in the +X direction. The normal to this plane is rep­
resented by -+Z. This figure is based on the assumption that none of the 
planes of foliation have been overturned, except that the PQA.0 for sample 
8C will be as Bhovn whether the foliation plane at that location is over­
turned or not. If either Interpretation is accepted this further illus­
trates the evidence, previously mentioned, which suggests that the quartz 
fabric is not directly related to the foliation. This means that the 
quartz fabric was probably acquired after a folding of this surface.
Figure 25 is a similar plot which assumes overturning of all planes, except 
that the PGAO for sample 9C will be as shown whether the foliation plane 
at that location Is overturned or not. Either of these interpretations
would suggest the same conclusions one might derive from Figure 2k,
Figure 26 shows the data from samples 8F, G, H, and J plotted with 
respect to the attitude of the "plane of flattening" of the cobbles at 
this outcrop. The dip direction of the "plane of flattening" lies in 
the -fX direction and the normal to this plane is represented by +Z. The 
solid circle represents a point in the upper hemisphere. It is probably 
significant that here the PCAO directions lie very close to this plane, 
lfce PQAO directions are also compared with two field measurements of 
lineation by Montgomery (1953# Plate l). These are the two measurements 
which he has recorded on his map that are nearest to the location of 
the samples referred to on this plot, probably not much over l/k mile 
distant. Montgomery (1953* P- 66) describes a type of lineation rarely 
shown by a rough parallelism of the more elongated pebbles and cobbles 
in this conglomerate. In the few cases observed, he has found it to be 
steeply down the dip, which somewhat corresponds to the measurements 
that are plotted. The writer infers that this is the type of lineation 
which he marked oa his map and that has been recorded on the plot in 
Figure 26. The dips of foliation (Montgomery's usage), which correspond 
to the two measurements of lineation taken from Montgomery's map, differed 
from the dip of the plane of flattening of cobbles measured by the writer. 
Therefore, these two lineations have been rotated so that they bear the 
game relation to the direction of dip of the plane of flattening of the 
cobbles as they did to the dip of the associated foliatlen. Lineation 
jjte did not lie exactly in the plane of the associated foliation. Its 
plotted position was obtained by adjusting the inclination of the foliation 
so that it would contain the lineation. An alternate operation would 
result in a plotted position parallel with Lineation #1. To assist in a
later discussion of thiB diagram, an a fabric axis has been drawn 
parallel to an average of these two directions of lineation and a b 
fabric axis at right angles to this. An alternate fabric axis, a*, is 
drawn parallel to Lineation ^1 and b 1 at right angles to this direction. 
The a fabric axis has been placed parallel to the average lineation since 
this lineation is more nearly perpendicular than parallel to regional 
fold axes, and therefore probably represents the direction of transport. 
Hie average PQAO is nearly parallel with the inferred b axis. Figure 27 
is a plot relating the PQAO directions to the shape axes of two of the 
cobbles. The PQAO directions have been rotated along with the shape 
axes to an approximate position in which the long axes lie parallel with 
the X axis, the intermediate axes lie parallel with the Y axis, and the 
Bhort axes lie parallel with the Z axis. It is noteworthy that the 
PQAO does not lie parallel to the direction of elongation of these 
cobbles nor does it bear any apparent rational relationship to this 
direction of elongation.
Plotted results from the Ortega formation
Figure 28 is a lower hemisphere plot of the data from the 
single sample of Ortega quartz!te. The dip of the foliation measured 
within a few feet of this sample is shewn, along with the pole to this 
surface. The lamination observable in the specimen and thin sections 
from it is in complete disagreement with thiB field measurement of the 
foliation. An approximate dip of this feature w»b determined and is 
also shown on the plot. The pole to this plane is likewise indicated.
This disagreement may indicate a real lack of concordance between bedding 
and foliation but probably does not since in the field these features are
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generally parallel. More likely this is due to cross-bedding; however, 
the possibility of an error in marking the sample in the field cannot 
be precluded. The plunge of the PGAO is shown plotted in reference to 
geographic coordinates, in reference to the plane of foliation, and in 
reference to the plane of lamination. The circle of closure locating the 
PQAO in the initial plot was good as may be seen in Table 6. Again, the 
method of determining the PQAO works well. It 1b difficult, if not im­
possible, to glean any significant genetic information bearing on the 
PQAO from one sample, but two features of this plot should be noted. Tne 
dip of foliation is nearly perpendicular to the axis of folding (Montgomery, 
1953, Plate l) and therefore may be considered to be the a fabric axis.
The c fabric axis is normal to the plane of foliation. Thus, the PQAO is 
nearly in the ac plane rather than nearly parallel to b as in the con­
glomerate samples from the Vadito quartzite. Also, the attitude of the 
PQAO in space is quite different from that of the Vadito samples.
The Uncompahgre quartzite
Several oriented samples were obtained from an outcrop of the 
Uncompahgre quartzite on U. S. Highway 550 near Bear Creek Falls about 
two miles south of Ouray, Colorado. The main purpose was to compare the 
fabric with original sedimentary transport directions well recorded by 
unusually large scale ripple narks near this outcrop. However, only one 
sample was studied by the photometer method, since the degree of orienta­
tion was relatively weak for a metamorphlc quartzite and the closure ob­
tained poor. Therefore, no space w l H  be devoted here to a review of the 
literature concerning this unit. However, the results obtained will be 
described.
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Thin sections of this sample shov about 97$ very fine to coarse 
quartz, 256 sericite, 20 or 30 flakes of muscovite, a few zircons, and 
about of a mineral tentatively identified as an untwinned plagio- 
clase. No good evidence of schistoeity or foliation was observed in the 
thin sections of this sample.
Figure 29 is a Schmidt net plot of the data from this sample.
This plot is similar to that of Figure 7 in that the three planes, each 
containing the PQAO, determined by photometric measurements of sections 
S7, S8, and S9 are plotted. Since there is no common line of intersec­
tion containing the PQAO, it is necessary to approximate the attitude of 
the PQAO by selecting a point equidistant from the three sides of the 
"triangle” of closure. The center of the circle of closure inscribed 
within this triangle indicates the position of the PQAO for the initial 
set of reference axea which for this sample is tied in to the dip of the 
foliation surface. The position of the PQAO is also shown rotated to 
conform to a system of space coordinates (+X = north, +Y = east, and 
+Z = down). Not only is the circle of closure large, but the percent 
orientation for each section is relatively weak compared to that of the 
other Bamples. The percent of maxima for section S7 waB 3»9$> ^or Sfi 
it was 3.1#, and for S9 it was 4.1$. Only sample 8C approaches this low 
value of intensity (see Table 5). This poor closure could represent a 
complex fabric as previously explained, but in view of the weak orienta­
tion for each slide, more likely indicates an inhomogeneity of the fabric 
of the sample. It may be noted that the orientation in the two planes 
normal to the foliation was weaker than that in the plane of the folia­
tion, which appears from field relationships to parallel the original 
bedding plane. This is in marked contrast to previous observations of
sedimentary rocks by Martinez (1958# P» 601). Therefore, it does not 
appear from this one sample that the fabric Is a relict sedimentary fea­
ture. Certainly, many more measurements of this weakly oriented unit 
would be necessary before any other conclusions could be drawn. In view 
of this weak orientation further work on these samples was deferred in 
favor of the others previously discussed which produced more positive 
reaults.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Validity of the method
The preceding paragraphs have described and Illustrated this proposed 
new method for studying the quartz fabric in metamorphic quartzites. The 
results obtained from a study particularly of the Phantom Canyon quartzite 
and the Vadito quartzite support the validity of this technique. The 
data provided evidence that for both units the fabric was dominantly a 
point maximum type. In some instances nearly a perfect closure was ob­
tained in plotting data from three mutually perpendicular thin sections.
In all others the circles of closure were quite small. This is in accord 
with the predictions for results to be expected for point maxima types.
It should be pointed out that a broadly distributed point maximum distri­
bution could only be distinguished from a highly concentrated distribution 
of the same type by measurements of magnitude of orientation. Such mea­
surements have been listed in Tables 2 and 5, but are inadequate for 
determining the degree of concentration of the distribution, since they 
have not been keyed to some standard reference. Even if this were done, 
the use of magnitude measurements would be of doubtful value. It has 
already been pointed out that such measurements are theoretically sensitive 
to variations in thickness of thin sections and therefore might not be de­
pendable. Further investigations into this problem might be useful. In 
any event, the center of a symmetrical distribution can be determined, 
whether it 1b broadly distributed or highly concentrated. Intuitively
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one might expect an unsymmetri cal distribution to give something other 
than perfect or very good closure. The summary plots of both Bets of 
data are additional evidence that the proposed method produces meaning­
ful data. For both quartzites the distributions obtained are reasonably 
well concentrated and appear to be significant.
Structural and theoretical significance
General considerations
The writer wishes to venture beyond his principal thesis in 
order to determine whether the measurements that have been made might 
provide evidence of the mechanism which produced the quartz fabrics in 
these rocks. It is recognized that the loss of detail inherent in this 
method as compared with conventional universal stage studies seriously 
limits its usefulness In Buch theoretical considerations. Ihis may be 
partially compensated for by the broader sampling that should result from 
the use of the photometer method. It does seem reasonable to compare 
these integrated results with the integrated results one might expect 
from various fabric types that have been used as a basis for certain 
hypotheses of quartz orientation.
The Phantom Canyon quartzite
The results obtained from measurements of the Phantom Canyon 
quartaite will be compared to results that might have been expected from 
the various fabric types referred to above. Of principal concern will be 
the relation of the PQAO to the ab plane, considered here to be the plane 
of foliation, since the positions of the a and b fabric axes have not 
been definitely determined. The data, however, are also considered in 
relation to a b axis chosen parallel with an average direction of lineation
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measured In four Bamples.
Turner (1948, p. 264) reproduced a figure from a publication 
by Hietanen (1938, Plate VIII) which shows some common patterns of pre­
ferred orientation of quartz in tectoniteB. Also Fairbairn (1954, p. 10) 
shows a schematic diagram of quartz axes illustrating twelve types of 
lattice orientation found in tectonites by various workers. In all caseB 
in which there is a single point maximum it is either located in the 
ab plane or perpendicular to that plane. In those cases of two point 
maxima, if an average were obtained by the photometer method and a single 
concentration resulted, it would lie either in the ab plane or perpendicu­
lar to it. This should also apply for the point maximum contained in gir­
dles. In the case of the more complex girdle patterns, it is not readily 
apparent what an Integrated result would be. However, intuitively it 
would appear that if a point maximum would result it would bear the same 
relationship to the fabric axes as above, since the girdles themselves 
are symmetrically related to the fabric axes. It is considered signifi­
cant that the point maximum, namely the PQAO, for the Phantom Canyon 
quartzite was neither parallel nor perpendicular to either of the S- 
surfaces considered. See Figures 12 and 14. Even considered statis­
tically thiB appears to be the case since most of the points fall in 
the lower hemisphere of the plots. However, there did seem to be more 
of a tendency for the average PQAO to be parallel rather than perpen­
dicular to the S-Burface or ab plane. Therefore, it appears that the 
crystallographic fabric of the Phantom Canyon quartzite is basically 
different in its relation to the visible foliation from any included in 
the two summary figures to which reference has been made.
If the lineation determined from the four samples represents
the general situation, there is a further difference Indicated between 
the fabric determined in this study and the ideal types that have been 
described (Turner, 19̂ *8, p. 264) and (Fairbairn, 1954, p. 10). If the 
fabrics that are presented as typical were determined by photometer mea­
surements, the point maximum in the ab plane should be parallel with 
either the a or b axes. The same question mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph would arise concerning the more complex girdle patterns. Figure 
17 showB that the distribution of the PQAO directions determined from all 
samples is concentrated neither near the a or b axes nor near the ac or 
the be plane. If only the four samples In which lineation was deter­
mined are considered, as in Figure 18, the results are not consistent.
The PQAO for samples 1C and 3N does lie in the ac plane, but the PQAO 
for 3C and 3H are nearly equidistant from both the ac and the be planes. 
The point maximum determined from sample 3N Is reasonably similar to type 
I of Fairbairn (1954, p. 10). It should be emphasized that the compari­
sons have been made to ideal types, from which some deviation may be ex­
pected. For example, Turner (1948, p. 207) reproduced a figure from 
Hietanen (193&) in which the principal maximum lies within the foliation 
plane but oblique to a and b of the megascopic fabric. Since a consid­
erable number of samples were studied, it is believed that the difference 
between the fabric of the Phantom Canyon quartzite and types conforming 
to the idealized figures is real. The import of this difference will 
now be discussed.
Turner (191*8, p. 255-266) has reviewed the various hypotheses 
of quartz orientation In deformed rocks. These include the hypotheses of 
Schmidt, Sander, and Hietanen and Eskola, all of which involve movement 
along one or more crystal!ographlc glide planes after rotation of the
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individual grains, or limited rotation combined with intragranular bend 
gliding, has permitted such movement. Also among the theories reviewed 
was the fracture hypothesis of Griggs and Bell (1938). Turner (1948, p. 
261) summarizes this theory as follows:
"By analogy with its behavior during experimental com­
pression at high confining pressures, quartz is assumed 
to deform metamorphically by rupture into needle-like 
fragments bounded by the unit rhombohedron, the basal 
plane, or Irregular surfaces (not definite prismatic 
planes) parallel to the c axis. These fragments are 
now drawn into subparallel position with their long 
axes aligned in the slip direction a, and one of the 
boundary surfaces parallel to the single set of slip 
planes ab in the tectonite fabric. If, as appears 
likely on crystal1ographic grounds, it is further as­
sumed that the boundary surfaces of the needles will 
most commonly Include rhombohedrons, then there is a 
close correspondence between the resulting orientations
of the optic axes in the aligned needles and the six
types of axes maxima that have been most generally
recognized in quartz diagrams of S-tectonites."
Sander also had suggested a similar mechanism.
Fairbairn (1954, p. 117-133) has also reviewed the various hy­
potheses for the development of quartz orientation. He points out that 
there is as yet no accepted theory of a general nature which will explain 
fl! 1 the known facts of quatrtz orientation and that this is particularly
true of the various types of girdles.
Fairbairn (1954, p. 163) includes the process of reerystall!-
zation under indirect movement as distinguished from direct movement of 
the types Just discussed. His discussion will be briefly treated here.
He has divided the componental movement necessary for development of a
tectonite into direct movement, which produces grain rotation, frewiture, 
and gliding, and indirect movement, which results in crystallization.
It is stated that these two types sire closely associated and that the re- 
crystallization may either (l) precede all direct componental movement
(pretectonlc recrystallization), (2) be combined vith direct componental
movement (paratectonic recrystallization), or (3) continue after direct 
con5>onental movement has ceased (posttectonic recrystallization). The 
phenomenon known as Riecke's principle has been included under recrystal­
lization. According to Fairbairn (l95^> P* 86),
"This principle states that an isotropic crystal immersed 
in a saturated solution of its own composition, and sub­
jected to a load not exceeding its elastic limit, will 
show differential solubility. There will be solution 
parallel to the loaded surfaces and deposition on the free, 
unstressed surfaces. This recryBtallization leads to 
change in the shape of the crystal such that the two 
longer dimensional axes lie perpendicular to the direc­
tion of compression. In crystal aggregates, the inter­
fering effect of grain boundaries and the influence of
anisotropic crystals will modify this ideal single­
crystal relation."
Fairbairn (l95*v, p. 167) further says that this principle "should be 
effp 'tive in the transformation of a sandstone to quartzite where the re­
sulting quartzite Bhows no change in lattice orientation from that of the
(usually random) sandstone." He also points out that, if the external
stresses are applied differentially to the aggregate but are of insuf­
ficient magnitude to produce direct componental movement, solution 
transfer of ions will be accentuated over that of a situation in which 
the external stresses are of a hydrostatic nature. In this Instance,
"the displacement of grain boundaries by recrystallization 
will produce a planar— or linear— dimensional orientation.
If the pairs of stresses A, B, C, applied perpendicularly 
to the sides of a cube are such that C > A = B, the re­
crystallized fabric should show pi Anar orientation normal 
to Cj If C > A > B, the planar orientation normal to C 
should be accompanied by a linear-dimensional orientation 
parallel to B."
He adds that "No new lattice orientation should accompany the recrystal­
lization,"
Turner and Verhoogen (l951> P• 530) agree with this conclusion
of Fairbairn. They state that "Preferred orientation according to 
space-lattice cannot develop by the so-called 'Riecke mechanism' in 
rocks composed of such minerals as quartz and calcite whose elongated 
or lensoid form is not correlated with crystallographic habit." They 
believed this to be confirmed by the experimental work of Fairbairn 
(1950). In this work a synthetic quartzite was made by compressing 
quartz sand in weak sodium carbonate solution under high confining 
pressures. Turner and Verhoogen have summarized Fairbairn*s results 
as follows: "The Individual grains assumed an elongate form (maximum
elongation, 2:1} and distinct dimensional orientation, but failed to 
develop any preferred orientation of space-lattice." They feel that it 
is reasonable to conclude that Riecke*s principle "is not an important 
factor in the development of schistose fabrics where associated preferred 
orientation patterns of crystal lattices are well developed."
In explaining a thermodynamic approach that was outlined by 
Goranson to explain foliation, Fairbairn (195^, p. 1?0) says
"Load recrystallization develops a ’stress structure* in 
the fabric through solution on the stressed surfaces of 
highest free energy, and redeposition on the free sur­
faces of lowest free energy. These directions are con­
trolled by crystal structural consideration; for example, 
mica which has greatest free energy parallel to the 
cleavage (most rapid solution) and least free energy 
perpendicular to the cleavage (most rapid deposition) 
will be oriented with the cleavage perpendicular to 
the stress."
The writer wonders whether the experiments of Fairbairn and the objections 
of Turner as well as of Fairbairn have conclusively ruled out the possi­
bility of a similar mechanism of lattice orientation for quartz.
Turner and Verhoogen (1951* P» 531) suggest another possible 
mechanism of lattice orientation of quartz that would not involve direct
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componental movement. Since crystals of quartz are conspicuously 
anisotropic relative to properties such as compressibility and other 
elastic moduli, the relative stabilities of the crystals under stress 
will vary in accordance with the relation of their crystallographic 
orientation to maximum and minimum stress directions. They expect some 
type of preferred orientation of the space-lattice in relation to stress 
axes in a rock containing quartz. According to these authors, "There 
is little direct evidence on which to test this possibility; the magnitude 
of such effects is yet unknown and may be small.”
It has been inferred that the relation of the crystallographic 
fabric of the Phantom Canyon quartzite either to the foliation surface or 
the a and b fabric axes differs from the relations Bhown in ideal;! zed 
types. (Turner, 19̂ +8, p. 261) and (Fairbairn, 195^# P* 10). These types 
have been explained by the various hypotheses involving direct componental 
movement. 2he question arises as to why the fabric of this quartzite (as 
determined by the photometer method) apparently differs from the usual 
types. Several possible explanations may be offered, (l) The fabric 
may be a B A B* type developed by the partial overprinting of one B- 
tectonlte fabric upon another as a result of two independent deformations 
caused by unrelated systems of stress (Turner, 19^8, p. 220). This type 
of fabric would be recognizable on a standard petrofabric diagram but 
not In the averaged results obtained by the photometer method. (2) The 
fabric may not have been developed by direct componental movement but 
may have resulted from post-tectonic crystallization. Perhaps the 
phenomenon described by Reicke can indeed result in a lattice orientation. 
Another more acceptable explanation for a possible post-tectonic lattice 
orientation would be that suggested by Turner and Verhoogen (1951# P* 531)
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which might depend, on the anisotropy In quartz of such properties as 
compressibility and other elastic moduli. The characteristics of the 
photometer data might offer some support for a post-tectonic fabric. 
Although the distribution of the data is concentrated well enough to 
strongly suggest significance, the dispersion is evident. Even the 
PQAO directions determined from samples IE and 2D in which nearly per­
fect closure was obtained and samples IK, 3A, 3C, and 3N in which ex­
cellent closure was obtained (Table 3) are distinctly incongruent (Figures 
8, 11, 12, and 14-). In contrast, the few lineation measurements made 
agree remarkably well (Figure 16). Since the lineation is very likely 
related to direct componental movement, the difference in the degree of 
dispersion of these two properties might suggest that the lattice orienta­
tion was not produced by direct componental movement. A relation is shorn 
in Figure 18 between the PQAO and the lineation in samples 1C and 3N and 
also in samples 3H and 3C. However, a wide disparity existB between the 
data from these two pairs. (3) It Is conceivable that the visible fo­
liation to which the PQAO directions have been related might not only 
be parallel to relict bedding planes but might in fact be a bedding fo­
liation (Mead, 19^0, p. IOO9) and not a surface of flow or shear. The 
true foliation to which the ab plane should be related may not have been 
visible or may not have been detected. This possibility Is not likely, 
although it would explain the lack of a rational relation of the 
averaged direction of the PQAO (parallel or perpendicular) with the 
visible foliation. It would not explain the observation that the average 
direction of the PQAO does not bear the relation which one might infer 
from the Idealized fabric types to the average lineation. (^) It may be 
that it is not possible to relate various fabric types to an average
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PCAO direction. In other words, perhaps If the fabric of the Phantom 
Canyon quartzite had been determined by conventional universal stage 
measurements, it would have been comparable to one of the idealized fabric 
types (Turner, 1948, P« 264) and (Fairbairn, 1954, p. 10). This is not 
considered to be a good possibility, since the attempt to establish a 
relation between these fabrics and the PCAO was based on the assumption 
that the PQAO represents the average direction of a symmetrical distri­
bution. It is difficult to see how the near perfect and excellent clo­
sures could have been obtained If the actual fabric did not approximate 
a symmetrical distribution. Furthermore, the fabric types to which the 
PQAO has been compared are symmetrical with relation to the fabric axes. 
Intuitively, one would expect that a PQAO determined from one of these 
types would be congruent with one of the fabric axes if the average ef­
fect was linear.
The Vadito formation
Three generalizations may tentatively be made from the data 
obtained from the quartzites from the Picuris Range of New Mexico.
(l) Attention has already been directed to the evidence 
from Figures 20 to 25 that the quartz fabric in the Vadito formation was 
acquired after a folding of the foliation surfaces. It must be remem­
bered that the term foliation is used here in its broadest sense. Better 
agreement of the data from two locations of different dip was obtained 
if they were plotted with reference to a system of space coordinates 
than with reference to any one of several systems of coordinates related 
to foliation. This further suggests that these foliation surfaces are 
simply bedding planes and, If the bedding has been accentuated by meta­
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morphism (Mead, 19^* P* 1009)* the principal quartz fabric has not been 
acquired In the process. This Inference Is corroborated by the slightly 
different attitudes of the foliation and the plane of flattening of the 
cobbles at sample locations 8iF to J.
(2) The presentation of the data included a comparison of 
the PQAO determined from samples 8F, G, H, and J with nearby lineations 
recorded by Montgomery (1953* Plate l) and inferred by the writer to be 
elongation of cobbles. This lineation is beBt interpreted as represent­
ing the direction of transport. On thiB basis, an average direction of 
the POAO is nearly parallel with b (Figure 26). It should be remembered 
that this relation was obtained by rotating the lineations so that their 
relation to the direction of dip of the plane of flattening of the cobbles 
would be the same as to the direction of dip of their associated foliation.
If the PQAO had been compared directly with a b axis determined from the 
plunge of the lineation measured with respect to geographical coordinates, 
the average direction of the PCAO would not have approached parallelism 
with b. The interpretation, which places these two elements nearly parallel, 
corresponds with one of the fabrics in the figure that Turner (19̂ *8, p. 261) 
has reproduced from Hietanen (1938* Plate VIII). According to Turner 
(1948, p. 266), Hietanen has placed the following possible Interpretation 
upon this fabric pattern: "an unspecified prismatic glide plane, e. g.,
(1010), parallel to S (= ab); glide line [r:m] parallel to a.” Fairbairn 
(1954, p. 10) also includes a similar type except that the point maximum, 
which is parallel to b, lies in an ab girdle. He considers this type of 
girdle to be uncommon. He reports that this type was described by Schmidt 
(I925) and Hietanen (1938). The reported description may be the same 
referred to by Turner. It was shown earlier in this dissertation that if
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the point maximum In a girdle is the dominant fabric element, the photo­
meter results would record the point maximum. The only influence of the 
girdle might be reflected in a slight displacement of the true position 
of the PCAO and a lack of good closure.
(3) Although it may be possible to establish a nearly 
rational relation between the PQAO and fabric axes based on cobble defor­
mation, a difficulty is presented. It seems reasonable that the inferred 
trend of cobble elongation would fit the direction of movement postulated 
by Hietanen (193&# Plate VIII) to account for a point maximum parallel 
to b. The difficulty Is that the PQAO is not subparallel to the Inter­
mediate axis of either of the two cobbles. This would indicate that the 
mechanism which produced the lattice orientation was not the same as that 
which caused the shape orientation of the cobbles. However, the writer 
does not consider these two sets of measurements to be sufficient evi­
dence for forming a firm conclusion. Even the relation of the PQAO to 
lineation is based on somewhat tenuous reasoning. A direct measurement 
of lineation at the sample location would be most desirable.
CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded, that the writer's principal thesis has been demon­
strated to be correct. That is, an average crystallographic fabric can 
be determined in metamorphic quartzites by the photometer method. Fur­
thermore, such an average determination may prove useful in the elucida­
tion of structural problems in metamorphic areas and may possibly contribute 
to an understanding of the mechanics by which quartz fabrics are devel­
oped. Although such a technique falls far short of producing the refined 
data obtainable from universal stage measurements, it can be obtained 
more rapidly and easily. In addition, the lattice fabric of extremely 
fine-grained rocks such as mylonites and slickenside films may be dif­
ficult to determine by universal stage techniques because of their fine 
grain texture. Turner and Verhoogen (1951# P« 5̂ -2) have described how 
the strong tendency for the optic axes of quartz to lie parallel to a in 
Buch rocks may be demonstrated with the aid of a gypsum plate. The pho­
tometer method should certainly be useful for determinations of this kind, 
particularly if the changes in interference colors are too subtle to be 
detected by eye.
In certain studies the photometer method may be considered a re­
connaissance tool. Crucial samples could be selected for further study 
by conventional universal stage techniques.
Fairbairn (195^, p. 191-192) considers the use of the lattice orien­
tation of quartz in regional problems to be at best a "fingerprint method"
5^
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for observing differences in orientation from place to place. He recom­
mends its use in an empirical manner. The study by Cloos and Hietanen 
(19^1)t referred to by Fairbairn (l95^j P» 186), in which the fabric of 
rocks from both sides of the "Martic Overthrust” is compared, makes use 
of this "fingerprint method.” The objective in this instance was to 
test the "thrust” hypothesis and therefore the supposed pre-Canibrlan 
age of the Wissahickon schist of the upper side of the "thrust”. It 
should be quite appropriate to use fabric data obtained by the photometer 
method in this way. The "fingerprint method" was used by the writer in 
his study of the Vadito formation, in comparing the fabric of the rocks 
in two structurally dissimilar locations.
Recently, Howell, Martinez, and Statham (1953, p. 295-29^) and others 
have made measurements of remanent magnetism and susceptibility anisot­
ropy of metamorphic rocks. Such measurements alBo represent an averaging 
technique, and a comparison with fabric measurements of quartz in the 
same rockB should prove helpful in understanding both mechanisms involved. 
Such rocks as the Phantom Canyon quartzite which contain a significant 
percentage of magnetite should be suitable for this sort of comparison.
The structural implications of the data obtained from two of the 
areas sampled have been discussed. In general, only tentative conclu­
sions were permissible. For the Phantom Canyon quartzite, the fabric is 
best explained as resulting either from two independent deformations 
caused by differently oriented stress systems or from a post-tectonic 
crystallization. For the Vadito formation of the Picuris Range, the 
fabric was compared with described typeB that are somewhat similar. One 
comparison suggested that deformation of the quartz was accomplished by 
gliding along prismatic planes with the glide line being rhombohedral and
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horizontal edges. Certain contradictory data were discussed. Some well 
established conclusions can be drawn from this set of data. A comparison 
of the PCAO in samples from two locations of different dip of foliation 
(the "fingerprint method") indicated that the fabric was acquired after 
a folding of these foliation surfaces. Furthermore, it is concluded that 
these foliation surfaces are in reality bedding surfaces, at best only 
accentuated by metamorphism, and are not planes of shear or flow. The 
lattice fabric found in the cobbles of the conglomerate is clear evidence 
of deformation of these cobbles. Without such evidence, the possibility 
that their shape is only relict could not have been ignored (Turner and 
Verhoogen, 1951, p. 504-505). The excellent agreement between cobbles 
in the direction of the PQAO is evidence of deformation after deposition.
Additional field work, broader sampling, and supplementary fabric 
determinations with the universal stage would be necessary to establish 
more firmly or to reject the tentative conclusions relating to regional 
geology and the mechanics of quartz deformation. In undertaking this 
problem, the writer did not contemplate an extended Btudy of this sort, 
but it is hoped that it may be possible to investigate further these de­
tailed problems at some future date.
It is hoped that the simplicity and the time-saving aspects of the 
method which has been described and tested in this thesis will encourage 
further work in petrofabrics.
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Table 1. Attitude and Nature of Orientation Surfaces 
of Samples of the Phantom Canyon Quartzite
Sample No. Nature of Orientation Surface Dip of Orientation Surface
IA Foliation Surface ^3* S k l m E
IB tr tt (or nearly so) 30° S 28° E
1C tr tt 30° s 1+6° E
ID n IV (Curved surface 
may represent 
cross bedding.)
29° s ^5* E
IE t It s kk* E
IE Joint Plane 59° s 8 1 s W
10 ft tt 51* s 58° W
1H tt tt 1+9° s 61° W
IK 1 n 57* s 73* W
2A tt it 60° s 53* W
ZB tt tt 5^* s 59* W
2D Foliation Surface (nearly) s 20° E
3A tt tt (nearly) 26* s 68* E
3B tt n (nearly) 25* s 81° E
3C n n 33* s 82° E
3E tt u 39“ s 56* E
3G n rt 33* s V/* E
3H tt it 32° s 76“ E
3N tt H 35* s 67* E















Table 2. Orientation Data Obtained from Thin Sections 
of Samples of the Phantom Canyon Quartzite
Thin Section Average Maximum Angular Method of
Number Magnitude of Spread between Obtaining an
Orientation Ind. Measurements Average
S-3I+ 15.6* 70* Vector
S-35 18.4* 23* VectorS-36 23-4 1+2° Vector
S-l+9 18.4 36* VectorS-50 25*4 16° Arithmetic
S-51 27.2* 13“ Arithmetic
S-10 28.4 68° Vector
S-ll 25*4 24 0 VectorS-12 46.-4 28° Vector
S-25 1 5 .4 38* Vector
S-26 19.5* 1+1 • Vector
S-27 7-2% 78° Vector
S-13 3*+.4 10® Arithmetic
S-11+ 3 ^ 4 5Q Arithmetic
S-15 68.4 6® Arithmetic
S-52 5̂-596 9° Arithmetic
S-53 l+l. 3> 1+® ArithmeticS-5I+ 28.4 15° Arithmetic
s-55 1+5-4 8® Arithmetics-56 27.4 19® Arithmetic
S-57 lO.ajt 1+® Arithmetic
S-58 1+1.4 6° Arithmetic
S-59 1 3 .4 8® ArithmeticS-60 6.4 32® Vector
S-61 5 3 .4 12® ArithmeticS-62 3 7 - 4 9® Arithmetic
S-63 2I+.4 16® Arithmetic
S-61+ 3 5 .4 9* Arithmetics-65 16.4 13’ Arithmetic
s-66 11+.4 10® Arithmetic
S-37 1+3.4 6® Arithmetic
S-38 2 5 .4 11+® Arithmetic
S-39 25.5^ 10® Arithmetic
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Table 2 (Continued)
Sample Thin Section Average Maximum Angular Method of






S-67 4.9* 54° Vector
2D S-68 43.9* 3° ArithmeticS-69 38.9* 19° Vector
S-70 38.00 7° Arithmetic
3A S-71 27.30 8° Arithmetic
S-72 41.80 8' Arithmetic
S-73 38.30 4* Arithmetic
3B 8-714. 43.10 y O Arithmetic
S-76 41.60 13* Arithmetic
3C S-77 48.00 8° Arithmetic
S-78 42.40 8® Arithmetic
8-40 19-60 4® Arithmetic
3E S-41 45.70 7° ArithmeticS-42 43.30 6® Arithmetic
S-46 21.30 10“ Arithmetic
30 S-47 54.20 4“ Arithmetic
S-48 59.20 1® Arithmetic
3H 8-16 50.20 7* ArithmeticS-17 39.40 9* Arithmetic
S-19 15-20 60® Vector
3N S-20 30.20 34® Vector
S-21 25.^ 32® Vector
4A 3-89 16.20 39° VectorS-90 21.00 29® Vector
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Table 3* Plunge of the PCAO for Samples of 
Phantom Canyon Quartzite and Closures 
Obtained for Each Sample
Sample Number Plunge of PCAO 
1A 12" S 38" W (UP)
IB 8" S 79" W
1C 23" S 78" w
ID 7° S 14" W
IE 11" S 62" W
IF 12® S K2° ¥
1G 4" S 76" W
IE 3° S 75" W
IK 6" S 50" W
2A 13" S 73° W
2B 7" S 75" W
2D 18" S 86" W
3A 7" S 61*-" W
3B 12" S 5^" W
3C 16" S 52" W
Circle of Closure Determined on a 
Net vith a Radius of 10 cm





















Circle of Closure Determined on a 
Net with a Radius of 10 cm 
Sample Humber Plunge of PCAO Circle of Closure Radius in mm
Scale in mm LuUiuaP ___________
3E 18° S 51° W No Closure
3G 2k* S 56° W O  2
3H 29° S k9* w Only two sections measured
3N 6° S 75° W (UP) O  11/2
12° N 'Jk* W Only two sections measured
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Table Attitude and Nature of Orientation Surfaces
of the New Mexico Samples
Nature of Dip of
.e Number Orientation Surface Orientation Surface
7G Random Flat Surface 78° N 40° E
8C Foliation Surface 8^* N 2k* E
8F Level Surface No dip, but marked north
8g Level Surface No dip, but marked north
8h Level Surface No dip, but marked north
8J Random Flat Surface 2k° N 7SC W











Table 5* Orientation Data Obtained from 












S-l 12. ̂ 1*2* Vector
S-2 26.7^ 12° Arithmetic
3-3 7-9^ 95 * Vector
S-79 6 M 22 0 VectorS-80 3.3* ^5* Vector
S-81 9-7* 22 0 Vector
S-85 19. ty* 10* Arithmetic
S—86 15.3* 25® Vector
S-87 10-316 29* Vector
S-9^ 33*1* 5* Arithmetic
S -95 21.0* 21° Vector
S-96 29. lit 8* Arithmetic
S-91 21.0* 23° Vector
S-92 26.8* 19° Vector
S-93 16.516 36° Vector
S-82 12.916 23° Vector
S-83 19.916 13" Arithmetic
S-84 9-656 13° Arithmetic
3-97 20.4* 35" VectorS-98 19.116 2l*° Vector
s-99 25.856 10* Arithmetic
61*
Table 6. Plunge of the PCA0 for the 
Nev Mexico Samples and Closures 
Obtained for Each Sample
Circle of Closure Determined on a 
Net with a Radius of 10 cm 
Sample Number Plunge of PQAO Circle of Closing. Radius in mm
Scale in mm
O7G 12° N 6° W
8C 8* S 48* W No Closure
8F 8* S 32" W Nearly Perfect Closure
8g 10* S k2° W O 3 1/2
8H 17* S 66° W O 5 1/2
8j 20* S 52* W O 2 l/k-
8L 12° S 1+8° W • 1/2
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Figure B. Attitudes of the POAO In space for all samples of Phantom Canyon 
quartette plotted on a Schmidt net.
Figure 9. Poles to orientation surfaces of ell Phantom Canyon quartette 
sample* plotted mi a Schaldt net In the lewer hemisphere.
Kltfure 10. Pales to ull foliation ourfaeefi, measured In the field at or near
Phantom Canyon quartzite sample locations, plotted on a Schmidt net 
in the lower hemlsphere .
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Figure 11. Scheldt net plot of the attitudes of the POAO for all samples of
Phantom Canyon quartslte after rotation required to bring all poles 
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Figure 12. Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the FOAO for all samples of 
Phantom Canyon quartzlte after rotation required to bring all 
poles to foliation planes into a vertical position and all foliation 
dip directions into parallelism.
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Figure 13. Poles to l'oltatlon measured in thin sections of Pliantom Canyon 
quartzlte plotted on a Hohmldt net In the lower hemisphere.
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Phantom Canyon quiirlzl le filter rotation required to bring all pul*-., 
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Figure I1}, liiwer hemisphere Schmidt net plot of t.he llneation and attitude 
of the POAO In samples 1C, 3C, 311, and 3N with reference to dip 
of foliutlon. Plane of foliation i s  in the plane of the j^ ip e r .
Figure 16. Lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the llneatlon nntl attitude
of the POAO In samples 1C, 3C, 3H, and with reCerenoe to north. 
Plane of foliation Is In ths plana of the paper.
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Figure 17. Schaldt net plot of the attitudes of the POAO for all samples of 
Phantom Canyon quartzlte with reference to the Btandard system 
of fabric axes.
Figure IB. Lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the POAO 
for samplea 1C, 3C, 3H, and 3W with reference to the standard 
system of fabric axes. LIneatIon In each sample Is rotated 
parallel to b.
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Figure 19. Lcwer hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the POAu and 
poles to Joint surfaces used for orientation of some of the Phantom 
Canyon quartz!te samples.
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Figure ;-*0. Attitudes of the POAO In space for all samples of Vadlto quartzlte 
plotted on a Schmidt net In the lover hemisphere.
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Figure Lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the POAO for
all samples of Vadito quartette after rotation required to bring 
.it poles to foliation planes into a vertical position. Based on 
assumption that foliation planes were overturned.
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Figure Lower hemisphere Bchmldt net plot of the attitudes of the K>AO for
all samples of Vadltu quart?tte m ’ter rotation required to bring 
nil poles to foliation planes Into a vertical position and all 
Puliation dip directions Into parallelism, llased on atsumptlon 
that foliation planes were overturned.
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Figure ,!b. Schmidt net plot or the attitudes ot' the POAO for dump lets .ap, •«},
BH, and tij of the Vadito quartzite after rotutlon required to bring 
the plane of flattening of cobbles, at the outcrop from which there 
ntunplee were obtained, into a horizontal position. These data are 
referred to dip of foliation, directions of llneutiun, and fabric 
axes.
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Figure ‘‘I- Lower hemisphere Schmidt net plot of the attitudes of the l“UAo for 
samples 8F and 8H of the Vadito quartzlte after rotation requlrtd 
to bring the long shape axes of ther.e two cobble a Into pnral lell an, 
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P L A T E  I
SAM P LE L O C A T IO N  M A P  
P H A N TO M  CANYON, COLO.
Based an pact and compass traverse along County Road 67. 
Lilhologic designation wild only along lint o f tractive, 
fkqmatite dikes an  shown conformable lb foliation only ftv  
consistency, their altitudes wen not measured.
Dip values listed with sample numbers represent foliation 
dip at that sample: Other dips ore shown by symbols 
only-
* foliation surface was curved, therefore other dip values 
could have been obtained-
*' Thcce values are measurements s f surfaces that very nearly, 
but not esactly represent die plant o f  fotiutien.
SYMBOLS:
rv rv r\\ . ,Gntu* 
isl Quart tile 
Schist
y T A l Pegmatite
iStrike end dip . 4if foliation. I
Strike end tip * vfL
wftoiutisn r




Figure 1. View of Phantom Canyon quartzite shoving foliation. Figure 
on road indicates scale.
Figure 2. View of Phantom Canyon quartzlte shoving foliation. Hammer 
near center of photograph Indicates scale.
PLATE 3
Figure 1. Color banding in exposure of Phantom Canyon quartzite.
Figure 2. Color banding in a saved sample of Phantom Canyon quartzlte
PIAXE k
Figure 1. View of typical jointing In Phantom Canyon quartz!te
Figure 2. View of typical Jointing (dipping to the left) in Phantom 
Canyon quartz!te.
PLATE 5
Figure 1. Fhotcmicrograph shoving parallel arrangement of slUlmanite 
bundles and needles which results In a foliation. Crossed 
nlcols, x 152. s = slUimanlte, q = quarts.
Figure 2. Photomicrograph shoving lamination resulting from grain 
Blze variations of the quartz. Crossed nicols, X 10.
PLATE 6
Figure 1. Contact of gneiss oyerlying quartzite indicated by end 
of hammer handle. The near parallelism between this 
contact and the foliation is shown.
Figure 2. Cross-bedding of color banding in Phantom Canyon quartzite. 
Pencil Is shown for scale.
HATE 7
Figure 1. CroBS-bedding (?) of color banding In Phantom Canyon 
quartzite. Point of haner la shown far scale.
Figure 2. Photomicrograph shewing zircons associated with Magnetite.
Plain light, x 100. z » zircon, n » magnetite, q = quartz.
PIATE 8
Figure 1. Outcrop of Vadito conglomerate from which sample 8E was 
obtained. Can of plastic spray Is shown for scale.
Figure 2. Detail view of sample 8E of the Vadito conglomerate prior 
to removal. Can of plastic Bpray Is shown for scale.
FIATE 9
Figure 1. Dcsnuiip view of 
Vadito conglomerate fron 
which sample 81 w&e obtained. 
Flattening of the cobbles 
and boulders is clearly 
shown. The lighter colored 
cross-cutting unit is a 
quartz vein. Figure In 
upper left corner indicates 
scale.
Figure 2. Outcrop of 
Vadito conglomerate from 
vhich sample 3K was ob­
tained. Flattening of the 
cobbles and boulders Is 
Illustrated.
PLATE 10
Figure 1. Steeply dipping quartzite In the conglomerate member of 
the Vadito formation.
Figure 2. Croee-beddlng In quartzite in the conglomerate member of
the Vadito formation at sample looatIon 3C. Cross-bedding 
indicates top of bed to be at the head of hammer.
PLATE 11
Figure 1. Top view of sample 8F, a cobble from the Vadito formation
Figure 2. Perspective view of sample 8F, a cobble from the Vadito 
formation.
PLATE 12
i  qtt _ roh'blft from tlie Vadito formation Figure 1. Top view of sample 8H, a coDDJ-e irwu wi
Figure 2. sia« view of eaMple 8H, a eott>le fro* tie Vadito formation.
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